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JMU pilots Ger:-eral
Education packages
by Laurie Butts

staff writer _ __

Despite differing opinions
over JMU's new General
Education program, s lated to
begin this fall, the university
piloted two Cluster 1 packages
last semest:e& for 1996 freshmen.
" I think" students benefited
from participating in the clus-.
ters," said Rex Fuller, professor of
speech communication and coordinator of Ouster 1: Skills for the
21st Century. Fuller taught two
experimental packages in Cluster
1.
The new General Education
program will include five clusters, or subject areas, from which
students may choose packages of

oourses.

Beeramid!
(clockwise from top left) SenJors nna Poore, Steve Arispe, Chaz Reynolds, Mytyn Goya, Shelly Taylor
and Adrienne Gantt take a moment from their celebration of years of dedicated stuctytng to pose at
'97 days 'til graduation' Monday night In the PC Banroom.
·

UREC breaks records

Center encourages students fQ make weUness a priority
by Brad Jenkins

staff writer

If strength is measured in
numbers, the University Recreation Center's first semester
open to s tudents was a strong
one.
The number o f s tudents
using the new $18-million facility has steadily grown and continues to do so, said Eric. Nickel,
assoc.ate director for recreation.
UREC hit an all-time attendance high the week of }an. S.12
when more than 15,800 visits,
counted by JAC card swipes,
were recorded. Throughout the
fall, the numbers ave raged
around 10,000 visits per week.
The s uccess of UREC is
especially evident in comparison to Godwin Wellness Center,
which used to be the main
building for student recreation.

Godwin Hall's recreation facilities recorded 10,965 visits durin8 the entire month of January

1996.
Junior Rebecca Breindel said
UREC is "a lot better than
Godwin. It's cleaner, nicer looking and has better lighting. You
can actually see the [racquet)
ball when you hit it."
The numbers accurately represent usage, Nickel said .
" (Students] aren't just looking
around. They' re doing things
and creating lifestyle habits."
Sophomore S}lary Moose
said s he has noticed many
repeat visitors when she is at
UREC. "I see the same 18 or 20
people when I work out there,"
she said.
According to Jacque Farmer,
UREC information coordinator,
see UREC page 2

"Our goal was to show a relationship between the classes
offered in the package, " Reg
Foucar-Szocki, professor of hospitality and tourism management
said. " We combined learning
activities to inter-relate the subjects."
One business-based pilot
package is composed of English
102, taught by Elisabeth
Gumruor, assistant professor of
English; Speech Communication
121, taught by Roger Soenksen,

professor of speech communication; and General Busmess 150,
by Foucar-Szocki.
Incoming freshmen were contacted over the summer by mail
and asked to participate in the
Cluster 1 pilot while receiving
liberal studies credit. "The letter
was vague and beat around the
bush about the question," said
Robert Greenlaw, a freshman
who participated in the pilot
package. "I had no idea what I
signed up for."
Greenlaw said he could sec
how the s ubject matter between
classes was related, but the relationship seemed forced ~iles.
Freshman Julia Ford s-;i'd, " 1
thought the cluster was a good
experience " Both Ford and
Greenlaw agreed the cluster
helped students in the program
get to know one another and created a comfortable learning environment.
Foucar-Szocki srud, "The program helped students in the
package develop their own sense
of community and become more
willing to offer ideas."
More time and energy arc
required on the part of faculty
under the cluster program, but

at

see PACKAGES page 2

Pedestrians may face summons,
fine for crossing South Main
by Stacey Danzuso and PauJa Fihkelstein
news editors
Students may soon be arrested for walking illegally to class.
.The Harrisonburg Police Department will issue
court summonses to pedestrians who obstruct traffic when crossing South Main Street in front of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
That is, as soon as they find the proper statute.
There is no jay-walking ordinance in
Harrisonburg; however, HanisQnburg Police Capt.
Malcolm Wilfong is trying to find an existing statute
that covers this violation.
"Students are crossing arbitrarily and causing
traffic problems," said Wilfong, who has received
an escalating number of complaints from
Harrisonburg residents since the city removed the
crosswalk connecting Anthony-Seeger and main
campus last September. He said he had "several"
complaints from Harrisonburg residents in the last
few weeks.
Wilfong said he will direct officers to monitor the
intersection and portion of South Main Street in

...

front of Anthony-Seeger, especially at times when
classes are changing.
Director of Public Safety Alan MacNutt said city
police have requested a mutual aid assist, meaning
campus police will jom forces with the city to stop
pedestrians from obstructing traffic.
"We' ll assist the city in any way possible,"
MacNutt said. "It's a matter of state law."
Police will issue a summons to appear in court to
any student who tics up traffic crossing the street. If
convicted, the student will face a fine determined
by the court. Wilfong did not know the range of the
fine.
Sophomore Christy Leleck, speech communication major, called the move " ridiculous. It's part of
the campus. [Officers] shouldn' t arrest people. They
should have bel'ter things to do than stop people
from crossing."
Leleck said she crosses South Main Street right in
front of Anthony-Seeger because it wastes time to
take a detour down to th.e intersection at Grace
Street. She said she does not obstruct traffic when

see PEDESTRIANS page 2
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oontiriUed from P8flle 1

the cluster provides a better learning environment for the student, he said.
Fuller said the Office of Assessment conducted various pJ"e6 and post-tests including
polls and open-ended questionnaires.
Foucar-Szocki said he dedicated an entire
class to discussing the merits and problems
of the package with students and also had
students answer aitical-th.lnking questions.
Linda Cabe Halpern, dean of General
Education, said the test results have not been
finalized since many of the tests were conducted at the end of last semester. However,
assessment tests will be vital in revising the
General Education packages.
The other pilot tested last fall had a critical
thinking base and consisted of English 102,
taught by Ouistina McDonald, assistant professor of English; Speech Communication
121, taught by Fuller; and Philosophy 2.50,
taught by William O'Meara, professor of philosophy and religion, and Daniel Flage, associate professor of philosophy and religion.
A third package, based on foreign lat:\guage and composed of English 102, Speech
Communication 121, and either a French,

Spanish or German class, will not only help
American students team a foreign language,
but will also help international students
strengthen their English oral and written
communication skills, Gumnior said.
The foreign language-based package and
two additional packages based in media arts
and design and history will join the two pUot
~ges to form Ouster 1.
Liberal studies requires students to complete 38-53 credit hours to gTaduate, depending on the courses they choose. General
Education will require from 40-43 credit
hours depending on whether a student tests
out of English 101.
"Students will have less choice under
General Education than liberal studies, but
they get a more in-depth, coherent package,"
said Mike Deaton, integrated science and
technology team leader, who wiU temporarily collaborate with Jim Dendinger, assistant
dean of the College of Science and
Mathematics, to coordinate Cluster 3: The
Natural World.
Freshmen entering in fall 1997 must enter
under the General Education program, but

transfer s~dents and students wishing to
change their catalog ~ for major or minor
requirements will not have to enroll in the
cluster program.
''The goal is to simplify and make it clear
to students exactly what they need to do to
graduate," Halpern said.
Halpern does not anticipate scheduling
conflicts because JMU Will hire additional
faculty to provide for several sections of each
of the classes in the packages, Halpern said.
Gumnior said, "'The frustrating part will
be the planning of padcapd classeS so that
students can get what they need during registration. This is going to be really rough."
Although two ol the five cluster coordinator positions have not been filled, all five
clusters will start this fall under the General
Education program.
A nationwide search for coordinators for
Ousters 2 and 3 will close Jan. 31, after a uruversity-wide search C?Jlducted last spring
was only partially successful. JMU sought
applicants through several outlets, includizl;
an advertisement in The Chronicle of Htghtr
Edumtion, Halpern said.

UREC __________________~~ Pedestrians_
contJnued ltom Pllfte 1

Cotltinued from P8fl8 1

students who use UREC have
aided its growth.
"[The building] is new and
exciting, and people come in and
then tell others about it," Farmer
said. 'Word of mouth is one of
the mos t effective marketing
tools we have."
Nickel said the success of
UREC is not only due to the new
facilities. One reason for its success is a new emphasis on teaching students the importance of
making wellness a priority.
"We used to say students
should know how to read, write
and do arithmetic. Now, we ask,
'do they know how to keep
themselves heaJthy?"'Nicket said.
This approach to teaching
wellness is more intentional, he
said. It's also aimed at making
wellness accessible and interest-

ing. "UREC is easy to use, accessible and user-friendly. There's
no excuse not to [be in shape]."
Another reason UREC is successful is the emphasis placed on
introducing freshmen to wellness, Nickel said.
UREC employees acquainted
the freshman class to the facilities, and an interest grew. In fact,
the freshman class is the heaviest
user of UREC.
Upperclassmen, on the other
hand, have already adopted
habits and gotten involved in
other activities. "'They already
found things to do," Nickel said.
"Freshmen didn ' t have their
activities mapped out"
This trend will continue,
Nickel said, and "every freshman
class will come into JMU with
this being a part of their life."

Freshman Rodney Scott said

he is impressed there are no lines
for equipment. 'The facilities are
excellent," he said. "There's
more than enough stuff there so
you don't have to wait in line."
Even so, some students have
still noticed UREC is crowded
during peak times. " I have to
wait sometimes," Moose said.
According to Nickel, peak
times are from 4 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
UREC opens at 6:30 a.m. and it is
not too busy from then until
classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
The numbers of students using
UREC will increase as Spring
Break approaches, Nickel said.
"People seem to become more fitness-conscious as it approaches,"
he said. By then, Nickel estimates
the number of visits to UREC
will be nearly 20,000 per week.
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FOCUSON •.............................13
ARTS ......................................16
SPORTS....•..............•.•..•..•...•..21
COMICS•...•.•...•.......................27
CLASS/REDS ..•••.....................3.1

Two personal ads in the
classified section of the Jan. 23
issue were placed by Alphi
Chi Omega.
The article, " Blue Ltghts" in
the Jan. 27 tssue should have
read aU emergency phones
have a direct line to campus
police, and police can locate
those callers. Yellow phones
also have a dial pad, blue
phones do not and so will not
be tied up by recreational •
users.

Tile Breeze regrets the,error.

GAIL
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Students get ., earty start to their day by WOftdnC out on the stair steppers Wednelday rnorNrc at 0-ftec.

she aosses, but now she fears lin
arrest.
Junior speech communicaliop
major Janet Cardner said the city
never should have taken out ~
crosswalk. "J think it's ridiculous
they are issuing summonses. But,
I guess it's not too bad lf you can
stand in the middle lane and
cross halfway.H .
Cardner said she doesn' t sql?
many students stopping traffic
and thinks they are a lot more
careful now than they used to be
However, Wilfong said hi
main concern is the safety issue
for students.
"Students probably get a fabt
sense of security on campus
streets where drivers are used tc
students crossing randomly," he
said. 'We're talking a main street
here where cars are not looking
for people blundering into the
stn!et."
At 2 p.m. yesterday, Wilfong
said city police would issue summonses beginning this morning
under Section 46.2-924 of the
Virginia Vehicle Code: "Right of
Way of Pedestrians." This provision states no pedestrian shall
enter or cross an intersection and
obstruct traffic.
Later in the afternoon,
MacNutt brought to the attention
of the tfPD this section only
refers to intersections and not the
street in general
Students will not be arrested if
they cross when the road is clear
of traffic. Pedestrians who cause
cars to stop will be issued summonses, Wilfong said.
"Students might have to run to
cross the street," Wilfong said
'We can't keep traffic stopped for
minutes. With the crosswalk, students would take time as if they
had all day. They need to under·
stand they may have to hustle."
Wilfong said he will speak
with the Commonwealth's attorney today to clear up the matter. .
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Professor suffers memory loss
after accident in 1-81 tunnel
by Joelle Butoe
semor writer
A JMU profeseor was~ in a bicycle accident Tuesday while riding through the tunnel
under Interstate 81 from the west side to the east
sideclcampus.
Craig Abrahamson, assistant professor of
80dal work, was transported by ambulance to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital, where he was
treated for a concussion and minor injuries. He
was later released.
Abrahamson said he thinlcs he was returning
to main campus from the University Recreation
Center when he was injured around 1:35 p .m.
Tuesday, as put of his daily routine. However,
he does not remember the incident or earlier
parts oi the day. He said he may have slid on oil
in the tunnel.
A JMU sophomore was waDdng through the
tunnel when the aa:ident occurred. The student,
who requested his name not be used, said he was
wallcing toward the main side of campus when
he heard a bicyclist behind him. He said he
stepped to the left to allow the cyclist to pass.
'1 moved over, but instead of the bicycle pass-"
ing me, I heard a fall,,. he said.
The student said he turned around and saw
Abrahamson lying on the ground wi1h his head
against the wall of the tunnel and his legs still
wrapped around the bike.

The student reportedly approached
Abrahamson and asked if he was all right.
Abrahamson did not answer and appeared to be
unoon9dous. One or more students who walked
by soon after the accident went to seek help at the
University Recreation Center.
"I saw that he was breathing, and I didn't
want to move him or anything, so I just waited,"
the student who witnessed the fall said.
When the emergency medical technicians
arrived by ambulance, the student said they Lifted
Abrahamson onto a stretcher and gave him oxygen when he regained consciousness.
The student said he is not su re why
Abrahamson crashed but thinks he might have
lost consciousness while still riding the bicycle.
'1 was thinking about it and realized he didn't
make any noise when he feU," the student said.
'~ersonally, I think he became unconscious while
on the bike."
Although he said he couldn't be absolutely
sure, Abrahamson said he does not think he lost
consciousness until he fell
Director of Public Safety Alan MacNutt said
campus police do not know what caused the accident at this point
Allen"Shifflett, chief of campus police, would
not reveal any infatmation about the incident or
the name ol the officer who arrived on the scene.
Campus police have filed a report on the acddent, Shifflett said. An investigation continues.

Money talks
(Lett) PatJ1ck Brown acta ..

emcee at Tuesday'• Senior
Class ChaiJenCe Kick~

In the Chancier Hall
Shenandoah Room.

(Below) JMU President
Ronald C.-rler apeaks to
aome of the 88 seniors who
attended the kick-off. So,..,

the aenlor clau has pled&ed
close to $9,000 to fund new
computer equipment as a gift

to the university.
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The
t8QUIII{Id.fila ~L He deidJ
pUshed JiKt lhOVICf one cA the ~
l)l1or to dllcerl trrtval.

Nllnber oiGinc in . . . thiiilas since

Jln. 7: 15

Number of ~rfdng tickets issued
between Jan. 21 mt Jan. zt. 1,G51
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Oowntown
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Good For Each Mear

JMV Office of

111taf1atiotta1 £~~catiott
Last Call for Study Abroad
Applicati~ns!!

The deadline for anyone wanting
to study abroad on a JMU program
for Summer '97, Fa11'97, or
Spring '98 is FEBRUARY 1 I!
The Breeze is
looking for one
Account Executive
to begin work
immediately. All
majors welcome to
apply. Experience in
sales is a plus. This
is a paid position.

Please send cover
letters and resumes to
Cheryl Floyd,
Office Manager
The Breeze,

Anthony-Seeger Hall. ·

VvcombtS £vmts & D~ablm~s
February 1
Study Abroad applications
'DUE!!!! Deadline for all JMU
Summer '97, Fall'97, and Spring
'98 programs!
Nanzan, Japan Exchange
Program appli~ations DUE! !
Call x6273 for more information.
February 5
Semester in London Alumni
Reception for Mark Stringer,
6:30 -8:30p.m.,Taylor 405, free
food.
February 15
Minority Study Abroad
Scholarship applications DUE!!!
For more information, contact
the Office of International
~Education .

Don't miss your chance to go
abroad! Stop by the Office of
International Education THIS
WEEK and discover all the
opportunities available to you!

..1..

,n~~
.........
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____ ____
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Speaker addresses student concerns .
about future of SCOM department
by Rob Speira

SGArtporter

t

•

A speaker at the Student Government
Association senate meeting attempted to
alleviate confusion about the proposed
changes in the School of Speech
Communication Tuesday.
SGA invited Philip Emmert, director of
the School of Speech Communication, to
speak about concems raised at last week's

meeting.
The department will eliminate SCOM
120, 121 and 122 and replace it with a new
course combining all three that will be
mandatory for freshmen.
Students who haven't completed their
SCOM liberal studies requirements can
take SCOM 120, 121 and 122 during the
summer or in the next two years, Emmert
said
To accommodate the expected demand,

the SCOM department will offer a total of
30 sectioM for the three summer sessions.
The department will open more sections in
the faD and spring semestels.
"'Super sections," the SCOM combo
classes, will also be available to allow
upperclassmen and seniors approaching
graduation to complete their liberal studies requiremen~ as soon as possible.
"These courses are designed to meet
the needs ol tho8e who need [the section]
for graduation," Emmert said.
Two additional options exist for those
students who have not completed their
SCOM requiremen~.
SCOM has established a test-out procedure whereby students can take a written
test and, if they qualify, give a speech.
Contact Rena Robinson in the Student
Assessment Office at x6757 for more information.
Credit earned at a community college

or university is also transferable to JMU.
Approval from the SCOM office can be
obtained before the conclusion of the
spring seuater.
The new SCOM 121 course designed
spedfically for freshmen will begin in the
fau. The class will be incorporated into the
new cluster system that is to replace the
existing liberal studies program.
''For the fust time, courses will not be
isolated bits and pieces that seem unrelated to each other," Emmert said.
SCOM 121 will not be modified to a
great extent, according to Emmert. One
likely change will be the inclusion of
Microsoft's Powerpoint presentation program in the curriculum.
The SCOM department is hiring five or
six full-time faculty members to teach the
course. The department expects to accommodate 1,500 to 1,600 freshmen each
semester.

• Let's Go and Mrs. Green's may
phase out the use of plastic reunble
containen due to health department
concerns. Food Services will discuss
possible refunds for the containers.
• An influx of 950 extra students to
JMU next year will come from transfers
into the sophomore and jUJ)1or das&es.
• Studen~ who lock their keys in their
cars may call the Campus Police to
assist them. There is no charge for this
service. ·
• Despite SGA's proposal to change
the way the student representative is
chosen for the Board of Visitors, the
current process will not be altered.
• The Curriculum and Instruction committee for the College of Business will
vote whether to make COB 300 a
requirement for incoming freshmen.
• The previous week's senate bill of
opinion concerning recycling failed in
executive session.
• The Senate allocated the College
Republicans $1,607.75 to fund a GOP
week and the cost for a speaker.

\

'Greeks face changes, clarifications in alcohol policy
lI
·~•
lear~ thei~
~Je
R~dclt ~at
by Andi Metzler
contributing writer

-- A new alcohol policy for the
/ Greek community won't mean
the end to raging parties on the
Row, but it will mean more specific and stricter guidelines.
Effective Feb. 7, the new pollcy is the first revision of the existing Greek alcohol policy at JMU
since 1993.
Junior Hal Dillon, president of
Interfraternity Council, said the
new policy is dearer than the old
one. "The biggest thing before
was that a lot of [the old policy]
was very gray, and now it's black
and white."
Senior Mindy Fisher, former
president of the Panhellenic
Council, was involved in the pollcy's revision and agrees the pollcy needed to be clarified. ''There
were a lot of loopholes in the old
policy. The new one specifically
says what's right and wrong,"she
said.
Kristin Radcliffe, assistant
director of the Madison
Leadership Center, said this policy is not dramatically different
&om the old one. '1t's just a lot of
tightening up of little details- a
lot of repairs," she said. 'There's
nothing extremely different in
this policy from the other one
except it's a lot of little things like
the guest list being ready earlier
and working the door tighter."

• Sobers must
wear identifiable
clothing like ties
or Greek

• A minimum of
six sobers must
be at every party.
• There will be no
more than SiX
kegs per party.

source: Kristin Radcliffe. assistant director of the Madison Leadersht Center
EMILY CWLDRESS/Irophic.r tdimr

Radcliffe said one new addition to the alcohol policy regarded "sobers"- fraternity or
sorority members who are
required to abstain from drinking
during the night. Under the policy, these people will be required
to wear identifiable clothing like
ties or letters so they will be easy
to find, she said.
Sobers a re posted at every
door, make sure minors will not
be served and can drive people
home, Radcliffe said.
The new policy states a mini-

mum of six sobers must work
every party. "Before we said you
hadtohave6vesobersworkinga
party," Radcliffe said. "Now we
have upped the number and said
they willqo these specific things.
It's a lot clearer."
The new policy also states
Greeks cannot have more than
six kegs per party. Dillon said
this is not a major change from
the past "'Before, we never had a
number on how many kegs," he
said '1t was kind of an unspoken
rule that six was about the num-

ber. Now it IS six, and
not an
WlSpoken
anymore.
Accordtng to Dillon and
Radcliffe, IFC will issue fraternities colored bands that are
attached to the kegs.
Radcliffe said, "You only get
as many bands for as many parties as you register that week."
Dillon further explained, "Say
you register a party for Friday.
You'd get six red bands- have
one for Saturday, you'd have six
blue bands."
Fraternities or sororities that
violate the policy will face fines.
A Greek coordinator and an IFC
executive officer work as a team
every Wednesday through
Saturday and randomly arrive at
parties to make sure the fraternities are following the rules,
Radcliffe said.
Sophomore Jeff Capellini, a
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity , views the policy
changes as an unfair result of
occurrencesatotheruniversities.
'1t's not fair that Greeks here
are being persecuted for what
happened at other universities,"
he said, referring to the death of a
Radford University student last
fall due to alcohol poisoning.
However, Radcliffe said this
was not the reason for the
change.
" We' re not so concerned
about what goes on at other universities, but it would be silly of

us not.'o
from
mis·
takes,
ffe
d . That
would be mesponstble of all of
us not to look at what goes
wrong and realize that could
happen and to make adjustments."
Dillon also said increased concern about liability and a heightened awareness of the responsibilities that come with alcohol
was a factor in changing the policy. '1 think people are becoming
more aware and taking a proactive stance," he said.
Another reason for the
change, Radcliffe said, was
because the policy hadn' t been
revised since 1993. "The policy
itself reads that it will be updated
every year, and it hadn't been. It
seemed like it was really time to
do it"
Tne new regulations will
affect both on-campus and off.
campus fraternities equally,
RadcliHe said.
Freshman Evan Smith, a
member of Sigma Chi fraternity,
is not looking forward to the new
rules. "I think it'll hurt the parties, but then again, what can you
do?" he asked .
Dillon recognizes some may
not be excited about this change,
but emphasized the need for it.
" No one is jumping for joy that
we have a new alcohol p olicy,
but J think everyone realizes that
we needed it."
\
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BREAK!

k Pa~ To DisJcoverf Use Your Di9cover Card And Save Up
To $2Sf To Apply For A Card. Calll-8'QO-rr-PAYS-TO

Bahamas Party
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Are you the next Jerry Seinfeld or Paula
Poundstone? Try out your routine Wltb your
peers. The Beating the Winter Blues fair Is
sponsoring a s
·c contest.

O:OOPM

· Wednesd

Cruise
$279
g
Cancun $399
Jamaica $419
Florida $n9

days • All Meals • Free Parties • Includes Taxes

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $ISO on Food &Drinks

st Prize of $150, 2nd
Prize $50.
Prepare a S min.

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $ISO on Food & Drinks

routine and r.egister by
Thesday, Feb. 4, 5 PM
- by calling x6552 or
stopping by 208
Alumnae Hall. •

..

7 Nights • Panama City, Daytona & Cocoa Beach

Spring Break Travel

N

Our lOth Y~arf

1-8'00-678'~638'6

'.

For more info. contact CSDC, 208 Alumnae

.

Studio Art Shop will close WE'RE on Feb. 1 at their
(l"OSED

. Main St. location and re-open on Feb. 6 with
8IYd

BehUul Valley Mall, on t~ comer of Neff & Deyerle
NEW HOURS: M-F: 9 a.m.-8 p.m. , SAT. : 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

e :"PPck Your Battles: A 1.-ori &an the Stories 01
Sucft8sful A&ican:-American Wcmen,• ~ bt
Viaiting ScholariJ ~ Anthm~ Auditorium,

4:30p.m.

• EAR1H meeting, Taylor HaD, nn. ~ 5 p.m
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship,
Baptist Student Center, 5:30p.m.
• Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall
lobby, 6 p.m.
e Fellowship dinner and New Ufe Singers, Wesley
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.
e Catholic Campus Ministry folk group practice, CCM
House, 7 p.m.
• Intemsrup seminar, presented by Alpha Kappa Psi,
Zane Showker Hall, rm.. 100, 7 p.m.
• "White Ballooo," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9'.30 p.m., $2.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 8
p.m. Details: Shabana or LaTaya, )(7746.
• Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, Phillips Center Ballroom, 8 p.m.

IFRIDAY

311

• Physics department seminar, Miller Hall, rm. 109,
3 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Friday Night Bible Study,
Baptist Student Center, 7 p.m.
•
• "Get on the Bus,'' sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2.
• Smokey Bear visits women's basketball game against
University of Rk:hmord, Convocation Center, 7:30 p.m.
• Coffeehouse, sponsored by Presbyterian Campus
Mirustry, Taylor Down Under~, 8-11 p.m.

!SATURDAY
e Smokey Bear visits men's basketball game against
University of North Carolina-Charlotte, Convocation
Center, 4:30 p.m.
• Catholic Mass, CCM House, 6 p.m.
e "Get on the Bus," sponsored by UPB, Graftm-StovaU
Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2

ISUNDAY

ll

e Sunday Celebration, sponsored by Presbyterian
Campus Ministry, PCM Center, 5 p.m.
e Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship,
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m.
e Cootemporary Musk Festival, presented by School of
Music, Wilson Hall Auditori~ 8 p.m., &ee.
• Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Showker HaU,
rm. G-2. 8:30p.m. Details: Becky, 433-2461 or~
x7236.
• Catholic Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall
llleatre, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.

......
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Disney and Comcaat Join forces fo
extend reign over cable's El network

House panel advances bill to share
higher education council appointment

NEW YORK - Walt Disney Co. and Comcast Corp.
have teamed up to acquire control of cable's El
Entertainment Television, the celebrity news network
behind 1'alkSoup," for $321 million.
The deal, announced Tuesday, will give Comcast and
Disney 68.8 percent ownership of E! Its broadcasts
cornptiae a variety of celebrity and general entertainment
programming, including the well-publicized reenactmentsofO.J.Simpson'sdvil trial.
"'E! Enter1ainment Television is a reoognized brand that
can be extended so that it becomes to entertainment what
FSPN is to sports and The Disney Channel is to .fa.m.illes,"
Disney chairman Michael Eisner said in a statement.
Disney owns both ESPN and its namesake Disney
0\annel.
Disney and Comcast will divide their majority stake in
E! ao that Comcast holds 50.1 percent of it and Disney the
rest. Comcast's P.rogramming partnership, C3, will
manage El
The E! network reaches more than 42 million cable
subscribers, about two-thirds of aU such viewers.
Late last year, the five cabJe-rompany partners ll1at
own E! ldcked off the process leading to a change in
ownership. Tune Warner Inc. owns 58.4 percent of the
network. The other four each hold 10.4 percent.
Comcast, the nation's fourth-largest cable operator,
c:iisckl6ed on Jan. 10 that it had won the right to buy out
Time Warner and would decide by early February
whether to proceed. The deal with Disney, which owns
ABC, represents an early go-ahead for the purchase.
Financial terms of the Disney /Comcast partnership
were not disclo6ed.
-AP!newtfindef new~lftVic:.e

RICHMOND - Legislation diluting the governor's
power to appoint State Council of Higher Education
members was sent to the floor of the House of Delegates
over the objections· of Gov. George ADen's (R) education
secretary.
The House Education Committee voted 13-8 Monday,
mostly along party lines, to endorse Democratic Del Alan
A Diamonstein's (0-Newport News) bill. Del. Anne G.
"Panny" Rhodes of Richmond was the only Republican
·voting for the bill.
The 11-membe.r council, appointed by the governor and
confirmed by the General Assembly, includes only one
hok\over from former Democratic Gov. Douglas Wilder's
administration. The rest were appointed by Allen.
Oiamonstein's bill would oust the current council and
replace it with six members appointed by the governor,
five by the General Assembly. The bill says appointees
"preferably'' would be experienced corporate executives.
The bill reflects disdain among some legislators for
what they say is the increasingly political bent of the
council under the Allen administration. The council
advises the General Assembly on- higher education
matters and has authority to approve and discontinue
college programs.
"We had always been able to rely on the advice without
concern about a political agenda," Diamonstein said.
'Without impugning this governor, we have not received
independent advice we can rely on."
Del. J. PauJ Councill, (0-Southampton), said the
relationship between the council and the assembly is
more strained than at any time during his 22 years in the
legislature.
-AP/newsfinder news service
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• News: Preview and discussion of Eating Disorders Week
• Sports: Feature on women's gymnast Keri Erazmus
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E--l" GOOD FOOD!
•~
?RN EASY POINTS! M
GET GREAT

I

•

UR POINTS GROW AND REDEEM THEM FOR
riill:ttiiiNCLUOING GUEST MEAL PASSES# GREAT FOOD
ft
RTIFICATES# VIDEO RENTALS, PLUS MOREl
DniiiM'. R&laEMPTION INSTRUCTIONS AND OFFICIAL RULES

WILL BE COMING YOUR.WAY SOON!

http://www .imu.edu/dining

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2 thru SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Sunday 2/2
'

Monday 2/3

Oatmeal, Sera.mblcd Eus

Sausaac PliU)'
FrutdJ Toua
M inatooe Soup

Roasr Beef /Grt"Y
Mubed~

Broccoli, ScallOped Appla

Vqcunan Chili
Beef~ Bean BuniiO
Eodublh Sau11e
Chidrm Nuucu
Bahd Beans
California Medley
ll&lian Green Beans

Tuesday 2/4

Wednesday 2/5

Gardco Vc&ellble Soup

Cream or BfOCCOH Soup

FtaiClh Dip SlllldwidJ

Soft Sbdl Bed TaC()
Gudco Quiche

Ch1tken JBucuit Casserole
POUIO Wed&e&

Seuoncd

Com

Thursday 2/6
Chlckcll NOQCI le Soup
SloiJ9y Joe Sl.lldwlc:b
W1111 Dinp
Macaroni ~ Cbccsc

Peas

Green Be:uu

Broccoli

CaulitloYm

M IACd Vqeuble$

Slewed Tomatoes

Danuh, s.,cJs

'

v ctctariaD Burrito

Noodle R.oiiWIOif

Pwo Eochllld&s

MaanVqeurian

Friday

2n

New Endand Cl.lm
~er

Flsb Sandwic:b
NldloBar
Spanbb Rice
Sc:aodiJiavian Mixed
Vqaabla
h&II&D Grea1 Bc:aDs

Saturday 2/8
Grits
Scrambled Eu•
H11111 / PrCDdl TOll&
Cram of Pow.o Soup
Hoe Turkey Sllldwicb
Mulled Pocasoa

Peas
M~ed

Vqeab..
M~

VqCWI&ll Sloppy Joe

Nldlo Bar Vqt:Urian Chili

Vepo

Olitkeo Breast Parmesan
w/ TOOUIO Herb SaullC
llc:ef Stew I Bixuit
RocinJ
Pcas IIJd Canoa
lraliao M~ed Vqeublc
Baked Rice w/ Btana aod
Vqeubles

Roast Sirloin
Scampi 'Wb Pda
Bated Potatoes
BJOC:COll
Canoes

WOIIIDD Soup

.

Cuauole

.

Hooey Dijoo OUdc:o
Popcorn Shrunp

Counuy Style Sceat
Coutnry Cream Gravy
Vqcuriu l..ua&Da
Au GBiln Potatoes
Caubflower.
Pcu &. Muihrooms

~

Broccoli
Com

Savory Rice ~ Splnacb Bake

Chktettcs

Thrtey Cudel
w/ Copcnbqen Sauce
Bed Sulo111 Trpa
Noocllea
Carrou
Lima Beans

C.jun Cb.aeo
PIZZI

&ted Four Bean Casserole

ClcacPizza

ltJcc
Supr S111p Peas
Orqe Glmd Bc:as

.

s~

•

DU.U

Sour Ollct"c:o

Meacball SUbs

Rice
Green &e.ns
Po~Carrvll

Fda!cla

VesccariaA I!Q R.oU

I

LET'S GO CARRY OUT

GI8.0NI HALL, INTilANCI 2/3
MONDAY • THUUDAY 7a30 A.M. • 7 RM.
FRIDAY 7a30 A.M. • 2 Jt.M.

~~- -~-

-=-------

-- -- - -

~-

Hot breakfast items, continental menu selections, Belgian waffles,
bagels, cereals and fresh fruit. lunch and dinner deli/bogel bo'r,
. salad bar, Mexican or Italian bar, plus assorted desserts.
Tius JMU Green Operation requires customers to use their reusable
corrtainers and mugs. Help cut down on the amount of disposables .
on campus while getting a great meal to go at let's Gol

...
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A1TENTION STUDENTS
WITH lROERSHIP
EXPERIENCE
UPB NEEDS YOU!
I

.-

)

I

.J
I

-

-

APPUCATIONS ARE NOW AVAilABLE FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSmONS :
FILII CIIAIR
FILII ASSISTANTS
IIUSICAL EVENTS CIIAIR
lJNmiiSITY REVIJE CHAIR
1881JIS AND CIJI.TIJRAL AWARENESS CHAIR

PUBUCITY CHAIR
PIJBUCITY ASSISTANT
PUBUC RIIADONS CILUR
PUBUC RIIADONS ASSISTANT
STIJHNT DIVILOPIIENT CIIAIR

FINANCIAL IL\NAGIR
INFOIUIADON COORDINATOR
PROGRAJIIIING ASSISTANT
TICDICAI. SERVICE ADVISOR
APPUCA110NS ARE AVAilABLE IN THE UPB OFFICE.
TAYLOR %05 .AND ARE DUE BY
FEBRUARY 3 AT 5 Pll.

wrPJ.'-'-'p.(

l't>SA~ ~QUit2ED•.•••••

t;O A(2£ ENEt2.6V, €Nr4-JU5i/.\St--i,
DEPENDAeiLiTV, lEADE~iP AND
C~EI2. • L:>O VOU r4JiNK WE
A(2£ ASKiNG TOO f-JfUC4J7 w€ DONT
Eir4-!Et2.. rl€CAU5€ WE KNOW VOU

Ar<.£

our

r4Jef2£. We KNOW VOU WANT ro EX'PLOf2£
VOUQ. 12.0LE AS A CiTi2€N LEAOEQ. W4JiLE
4-lE:LPiiVG OTUEf<.S DO r4-l€ 5AH€. We DO NOT
rWiNK WE Af2£ BeiNG rOO PiCKY. W€ AQ£
LOOKiNG
FOQ
POT€NriAL,
NOT
PEQFEcriON.
W€
A(Z£
LOOKiNG
FOf2.
ourf2.iGG€f2S. Af2£ WE LOOKiNG
FOQ.. ~1

·

Watch for more details;
applications available

at fnformot1on sessions

or In Taylor 205, Feb 5.

# · Mandatolv tmxmallon Sessions:

Wed., February 5 at 6-7:30- Taylor 203
Tlu., February 6 at 6:30-8- Taylor 304

4Rm In Taylor 205
?'s contact Harry at x7893

Applications Due: Feb. 12

Rememltr When Gmmy Providecf
All The Entet1aimrient In Your Life?
w& 1kc Pa}1 &t ~

~ll~~''

~h~Mhfrl!

JMU vs. UNC-Charlotte

Saturday, February 1, 4:30p.m.
Zoo Cagers - Don't forget to sign up for the
Cancun trip, courtesy of IJIRAvnAcENTS
,.INroNAnoNAL.

• I

I

-mTh_~_
~J~·~_
.• ~-~
-B~m~~iEDITORIAL~i~~~~~
9

•

•

Af>VER\1~

-r>URI~(;

-nffr"

5lJPE?R-"FDWL!

1'1..9~~rr

$ l,~,ax>.(;)O
"FOR v -A~r

IJII,rl•••

'3o g;coNbS.

A "thanks-for-ruining-our-dinner" dart to the door
woman at the Steakhouse for not letting us sit with
our party just because we were three minutes late.
Sent in by a group of hungry, disgrunrled students
who will never go baclc to tM Stealchouse again.

~mwawnznlt!U4fl

IHANI< you.
•

'Bowl' ads not worth millions
he Super Bowl- the culmination of the received, remembered and lead to increased sales.
NFL season - is watched by hundreds of But an ad's price doesn't necessarily lend itself to
millions of people each year. But is it the the product's identity. People still talk about
game that keeps people tuned in, or the anticipa- McDonalds' unothing but net" ads from 1993tion and hype associated with the commercials?
but do they remember the commercials were for
This year's advertisers strongly believed in McDonalds?
their powers of persuasion, paying Fox an average
And what about the companies whose commer$1.2 million per 30-second spot. And while the cials are among the least liked, such as this year's
commercials are undoubtedly among the most AT&T ad featuring Paul Reiser, according to USA
entertaining of the year, $1.2 million for 30 seconds Taiay. Considering the companies weren't guarseems excessive when the benefits are uncertain
anteed increased sales, each spent an incredible
According to an article in the
amount of money.
11
But advertisers aren't the only
Jan. 27 USA Today, Pepsi won the
Super Bowl ad war, with three
ones to blame for the huge
commercials making the top five
amount of money spent on Super
of USA Today's annual Ad Meter B
h
Bowl commercials. The network
survey. Nissan and Budweiser
OW C
carrying the Super Bowl charges
were not far behind, with one ad
more and more each year for ad
from each c~mpany rounding out
ad
ti~~' knowing companies are
the five best m the surver.:
'
willing to pay to reach the Super
Most likely the millions of
Bowl's huge viewing audience,
people who watched the Super
t
,
even if only for 30 seconds.
Bowl enjoyed seeing Pepsi's griz0
Ad costs during the Super
zly bears dancing to "YMCA"
Bowl have doubled over the past
and found pigeons aiming their droppings on a decade, accordin~ to the Jan. 27 USA Today. This is
freshly washed car in a Nissan ad amusing. an almost unbelievable statistic considering the
However, this doesn' t necessarily mean all of network that carries the Super Bowl makes a great
. those people will go purchase brand new Nissans deal of money to begin with.
and then drive them to the nearest store to buy
Commercials are necessary to networks to pay
case after case of Pepsi.
for the costs of airing the Super Bowl, but it's time
Perhaps Super Bowl ads cost so much because to get back to the facts. With all the ways $1.2 milTV advertisers underestimate the strength of lion could be spent, it's ridiculous to spend it on a
human will. People decide what they will buy 30-second shot in the dark.
based on many other factors besides an entertain-------------ing -and expensive- commercial. To pay more Tire house editorial reflects the C?Pinion of the editorial
than a million dollars may seem worth it to adver- board which consists of tlze edttor, managing editor
tisers with the hopes their ads will be well- and tlze opinion editors.

T

The network
carrying the Super
z
arges more
and more each year
fior time knowing
COmpanies are willing
pay · · ·

Pat•••
A "we-love-ya" pat to the fraternity members of
Alpha Phi Omega for their helping hands in setting
up for the gymnastics meet on Jan. 17. Your help
was appreciated more than you know!

Sent in by a very grateful women s ~mnastics
team.

IJII,J'I•••
A "greedy-as-hell'' dart to the Music Industry
Association for electing to represent itself on its
bulletin boards with a money logo.
Sent in by a student who thinks tluu if th/)J :S how

you feel, then you should beccme a busiMss major.

Pat•••
A pat to Mike Carrier for going out of his way to
help me on the Web page in CISAT. Thanks!

Sent in by a graduate student who is thankful there
are faculty members who look out for the best
interest ofJMU students.

Dan.•.
A "what-a-dumb-idean dart to the person who
suggested chimes for JMU.

Sent in by someone who believes the nearby
hospital deserves a quiet zone and that tM people in
classrooms and the library do not need tM
distracting noise.

Pat•••
A ••they're-made-for-breakin • .. pat to all the lazy
kids who have given up on their New Year's
resolutions to get in shape. Now that you are gone,
are the crowds at. UREC.

Sent in by a person who appreciates working out
in peace.
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Old journal offers glimpses of a cherished, difficult past
Two weeb Into the semestes I wu already bmed to
death and bc:ed to dean houae because it Wllllhe only
thing left to occupy my time to put off studyins for a few
hours. Knee deep in aap because I had dumped out two
junk drawers and a storase trunk full of random stuff, I
tripped fNf!l a journal from my frelhmln year.
It was stashed harmlessly between some boob the
bookstore wouldn't buy back and a stack of bleached out
economks notes. Apparently I had hidden the journal so
well that I ulost i~ during the summer following my
freshman year. As I paged through the scribbled INves of
paper, I couldn't hefp laughing out loud at myself, and I
was astonished at the things I'd written in it
I had forgotten a lot of the drunken happiness and
drunken sadness of that year. I said goodbye to my first
lave, the security of home and the comfort of high school
friends. I said heDotoa world of oppommities. We all did.
We felt we ~ the whole world lying out in &ont of us.
Best of all, it was ours to toy with for that first year, and
we were sure we would suffer no consequences. We hit
high and low points and learned from both.
You know how your first year of college is- you have
no idea what you're doing, where you're going or why.
You develop an eerie sixth sense for searching out beer,
which inevitably leads you to Greek RGw. You party until
your clothes stink of alcohol and cigarettes, and your
shoes are encased in the infamous muddy beer muck.
Then you recall something about being here to study, and
you periodicaUy retire beer-mucking shoes and ill-lit basements for Birkenstocks, sweats and the ever clean, everfluorescent Carrier Ubrary.
I had forgotten so much about those fust days of won-

der. I 1cnow I was there; the details were just hazy. But a
few inky pages of my journal took me back with a crash. r
suddenly remembered a lot of stupid things, and a few
events from which I actually gleaned serious lessons about
life. (I mean other than Ieeming not to mix different types
of alcohol and not to drink V8 il you have the slightest
nud ge of a hangover.)

Guest Columnist
-Julie Ruffo
My jou.ma! has brief accounts of ua«Ven mile hike
that nearly killed me, H conversations about life and religion with my roommate, loud music and black lights at a
friend's apartment, getting sick after a partic:ularly gruesome dinner at 0-hall, and a roee given to me by a friend I
have since lost I hadn't thought ol these occurrences since
that year, but with a single written phrase, I could replay
thoee forgotteJt howsas if they happened yesterday.
I read about cooflicts with my former boyfriend and
compared them to my current relationshJp. I cried over
the fear-filled entry about my grandmother's decision to
give up on chemotherapy. Then I oied over her recent
death. I smiled shamefully over all the angry insecurities I
had written about myself in sprawling, nearly illegible
cursive, knowing that each of them still burned me up
inside.
I found cheesy song lyrics I had copied in moments of
darkness and light and laughed at myself because I still

play Tori Amos' Uttle Earl~ and other COs from that

magical year more than anything I bought in 1996.1 know
you do too because every spring I hear strains of old Boys
U Mm Toad the Wet Sprock~ Van Halen, The Cure, and
The Crow Soundtrack filtering out of Hunter's Ridge as
people open their windows and doors to shoo out winter
and welcome the warm sun back to the Valley.
The old lyrics I'd written reminded me of a Melissa
Etheridge song that rasps, ''The only thing that stays the
same is change." Well, I don't know about thaLI think it's
better to say that everything changes, yet everything stays
the same.
We've all gone through transformations in which we
see incredible change within ourselves. (Not as dramatic
as the first signs of body hair, but pretty big none the less.)
We've grown up some, as our authentic driver's licenses
show, but when it comes right down to it, we are essentially the same people. I'm lucky because I have evidence
oi this in my journal. My writing is like a time capsule that
transports me back in time to reexperience fond memories
and try to learn more from my mistakes. It helps me get a
better picture of myseU, and it helps me see the subtle
chai1ges that come with time.
Mom told me in high school to keep a journal$ that Jfd
"get a big kick out of reading it someday when I'm older
and wiser.H Well, I'm not much older or much wiser, but I
sure did get a kick out of the things I'd written. I'm glad I
filled that journal with events and emotions from my first
year at JMU. Of course I think 111 have to either "lose it"
again or bum it.

Julie Ruffo is smior mass communication major.

Book banning has no place in public schools
'.. . there are subjects inappropriatefor children ... it should be the parents' job to make this distinction at home ... '

W

hen I was little, I had the best numerous Goosebumps books, movies
collection of Golden Books. I and other merchandise. When I watched
remember how excited I was the Goosebumps movie '"The Werewolf of
when I could finally read them on my own Fever Swamp" I was terrified, but I don't
from cardboard cover to cardboard cover.
feel it should be banned from the airFor many of us, learning to read was waves. I could've just turned off the TV.
our first step toward greater freedom.
But in both Minneapolis, Minn., and
Once we mastered The Pokey Little PuPP!J Bay County, Fla., parents have petitioned
and Goldilodcs and the Three Bears, we were for the removal of Stine's books from
ready to embark on a literary journey. 1'he school libraries due to their "scary"conlib.rary became a place offering adventure tent.
and escape from the daily routine of childAccording to an article in the Jan. 22
hood, and our parents always approved.
Washington P061, Margaret Byron, a mother
However, some of the
of three in Minneapolis,
books a lot of us read and
felt the books "depicted
enjoyed in our youth have
young children being torbecome subjects of
mented and haunted by
parental concern and
inanimate things coming to
nas ty court battles in
life .. . and [she) noted that
recent years. Some people
characters keeping their
want books, like Litt~ Red
fears a secret from their
Riding Hood and Clrarlie
parents was a persistent
and the Chocolate Factory, to
theme." Parents in Bay
be banned, which, for all
County also felt the materiintents and purposes, is
al covered in the books
blatant censorship.
was unsuitable. Parents
Book banning seems to
describe the books as
have become an easy way
"satanic, violent and disto shelter children from EMitY OfiLDRI!SS/graphia editor turbing," on the American
certain types of literature. However, while Library Association's 1996 Banned Books
the books in question do not face annihila- Web site.
tion, they are being pulled from the best
It seems to me the real question here
outlets available to children- their school hes in where book censorship should
libraries.
occur. These parents feel the books should
The most recent controversy in chil- be cleaned from the shelves of public
dren's literature involves R.L. Stine's school libraries. As possible future parents,
nationally popular series Goosebumps we should be concerned that one parent's
My 11-year·old niece .and 9-year-old idea of inappropriateness in literature
nephew feed off this book series - it's could potentially deny our own children
their version of Nancy Drew. They have easy access to that literature.

Parents push their children to read . on the school system to suffice. Is book
'They should be just as willing to monJtor banning the mos t recent outJet to take
their children's reading material without responsibility off parents' hands?
depriving other people's children access.
I feel there are subjects inappropriate
Goose bumps . - - - - - -- - - - - - -- ---. for children; howbooks are currentever, it should be
ly the most poputhe parents' job to
lar
children's
make this distincbooks in America
tion at home, not
according to The
the libraries' or
Washington Post.
schools' job.
Susan Haggberg,
- Laura L. Wade
Last year alone
the media sersaw some of the
most cherished
vices coordinator
for the Minneapolis school district, said, books in literature threatened with ban"There aren't a lot of books of this type ning by schools across the country J.D.
that are this easy to read." Children are Salinger's Catclter tn lite Rye was chatseeking them out because they understand lenged in Florida, Maine, Ca lifornia,
them and are entertained by them, and Georgia and Tennessee. Mark Twain's The
their presence is attracting an audience Advmtures cf Huddeberry Finn went before
otherwise hard to pull in - young boys.
the Union High School District in
l always thought the purpose of books Arizona.
was to entertain. It sounds to me like these
Literature is a tool used to foster underparents championing the censorship of standing of language and of man. Without
books are forgetting fhe difference it, we would not understand his tory or
between non-fiotion and Action. [tis their how, as a society, we have changed.
job to be sure their children understand Libraries are institutions of knowledge.
the difference between make-believe and School libraries are the primary source
reality. If these parents feel R.L. Stine's children and adolescents frequent to get
books are too scary for their children, then information. Banning any book in these
by all means they should keep them from libraries is unacceptable and uncalled for
reading the books. Other children, chil- unless it is obscene.
dren who have their parents' approval,
If First Amendment rights are gomg to
should not be refused reading material be threatened, let it be in the privacy of
they enjoy.
homes, not in the public forum of school
Within the last decade, there has been a libraries Let the children have thear
trend toward de-parenting. Some rely on Goosebumps.
------------television to entertain and babysit their
Lnura L Wade is a sophomore mass comchildren. Some parents make no effort to
teach their children anything, depending mwtialtimt mnjor aud opinio11 ~ditor.
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Pharmacy & Home Health
_ • lo House Charge Accounts may be established to
be pala directly by your parents

6AMf.S Nl(-t-1l;
F f.BRUAR~ lS r
rAYLOR DOWN

• Convenient Prescription Delivery
• 10% Discount to Students with ID

$3.00 off a new prescription
with this ad
•

HOURS M-F 8:3Q-6:00
Sat 9:00-12:00
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9PM-M1DN ~(---r(1
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434-2372
434-8650
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's)
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FOCUS ON
Twins .
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Seeing double not rare at JMU
by JUI Stoluik
sftzjf writer
Sweat poured down Dad's
face, Mom was in excruciating
pain and excited anticipation
filled the room as everyone waited for new Ufe to come into the
WDrld. One more push and the
baby was out of the womb and
into the world ... but it was not
alone. There was another baby to
emerge. Mom was having twins.
About 11 out of 1,000 mothers in the United States have
twins, according to Vincent and
Margaret Gaddis' book The

Curious World ofTwins.
There are two ~ of twins
identical and fraternal.
Identical twins result~y if the
cell (fertill.zed by a sin e sperm)
divides in two after · tercourse.
Fraternal twins oc ur when
women release two~ instead
of one and these eggf are fertilized by two clifferent sperm.
Having twins can be quite a
surprise for some parents.
According to seniors Jill and
Jennie Vaning, doctots told their
parents they were ~ving a big
baby boy. They even painted the
baby's room blue in preparation.
Three weeks before their mom
gave birth, their parents received
one of the biggest surprJ.Ses of
their lives - they found out they
were going to have twins.
The parents of seniors Dana
and Lesley Schwartz got a real
shock when they found out they
had to double everything they

just bought for their baby.
Unbeknownst to them, the baby
they thought they were going to
have wa8 laying on top of its sister- their heartbeats beating in

sync.
There is always a bit of commotion surrounding twins at
}MU. Having a sibling who looks
exactly like yourself creates lots
of attention and brings added
excitement to an otherwise typical college experience.
There are advantages to being
a twin, according to juniors Scott
and Donnie Coleman '1t's easier
to meet girls because they make a
fuss over the fact that we're
twins, and we always have someone to play sports with," Scott
Coleman said.
The Schwartzes never know
what sort of a reaction they are
going to receive when people discover they aren't seeing things,
there really are two of them .
''People confuse us all of the time
and freak out when they find out
that we are twins. Sometimes it's
tiring, but we are basically used
to it," said Dana.
The attention doesn't stop at
}MU. "Once, my sister and J.were
at this store in Italy, and the man
behind the counter rPJ~Iized that
we were twins an.d shouted
something in Italian and everyone around made all of this noise
and made a huge deal.
Apparently, twins are very
sacred in Italy," Dana Schwartz
said.
Having a twin comes in

handy when one sibling ls feeling

lazy.
According to sophomores

Dena and Janine DeBelis, if one
of them is not in the mood for

shopping, she'll just ~ her sister
to try an outfit on to see if it will
look good on her.
For some twins the decision to
attend coUege means separation
from each other. For others, college allows the twins four o r five
more years together.
The DeBelis twins didn't have
any definite plans to stick together after high school. "Although
we have different personalities,"
Janine DeBelis said, "we both lilce
a Jot of the same things, and we
both lilced what we saw when we
visited JMU . It was our first
choice."
For some the college question,
is merely "where are we going."
The Colemans' said, "We
never even thought about going
to different schools."
Seniors Michele and Melissa
Miklaudc, who describe themselves as "inseparable," said they
wouldn' t even dream of distancing themselves from one another.
At JMU, upon crossing the
path of one twin, one can be
assured the o ther twin is not to
faraway.
The DeBelis' parents requested that their daughters live in the
s ame area on campus out of
sheer convenience. It was just
easier to unload and pack up all
of their stuff at the beginning and
end of the year, Dena said.

JDCNJnJl KAU(}(COfttJibMtVt.f pltotOfrdpMr
DellI l l relax In their ...... They 1M In the ...... IUite bec8UM tllelr
to l'ftOft In their .,..,..,. from home.

ANGELA SMJTIJIJt4jfphotographLr

Mellua and Michele Mlklauclc hMC In their apartment. The
Identical twins define themeelvel as 'Inseparable.'
The Vanings said, "it would
be extremely inconvenient if we
didn't live close to one another
since we share the same computer, car and clothes."
Most of the twins do agree on
one thing -li.sten.ing to the same
not-so-funny comments about
being a twin can get extremely
tiresome.
The DeBelises find it frustrating when friends and acquaintances treat the sisters like a couple. "They assume that we are
going to be together a ll of the
time," Janine DeBelises said.
"We also get sick of people
referring to us like: ' oh, the
twins,' like we're just lumped
together as one person," Dena
OeBeUs said.
Friends don't mean to treat
twins as o ne unit rather than
individuals. But it can't be helped
because they are so similar in
the•r thinking, sophomore Jennie
Slay said.
"Having a conversation ~th
the two of them [twins) can be a
challenge in itself," Blay said.
They are in their own little world
when they are talking; they finish
each others sentences and won' t
fully explain what they are t:allcing about because they completely understand each other, she
said.
The Vanings don' t fi nd it
amusing when students make
comments about them being
together all of the time. "Just
because we look exactly the same
makes it a problem. It's so frustrating. Any girls that are best

friends share thinfti together."
Most people have seen young
twins walldng around in depart-

ment stores displaying cute little

matching o utfits they or their
parents planned . Unlike these
children, some twins who are
dressed the same on campus said
they didn't plan it
The Vanings are on a different
time schedule, and they don' t get
a chance to see what each other is
wearing in the morning.
"Sometimes we11 meet for lunch,
and we are wearing the same
exact thing. it's so embarrassing,"
Jennie Vaning said.
Everyone is entitled to mixups once in a while, but when it
has to do with members of the
opposite sex, it can be a touchy
situation.
Two
years
ago,
the
Schwartzes were at a fraternity
party and Lesley spent a good
part of the night chatting with
one of the members. To his
embarrassment and her dJsma)(,
he ended the conversation with a
"goodbye Dana."
Another embarrassing mix-up
occur red at a different party
when one of the fraternity members proceeded to tell Lesley he
thought her sister Lesley was
"really hot."
Although it may be hard to
imagine, there are twins who
share a fantasy friend ship in
which they never get irritated
with one another.
The Miklaucics, who share
everything including their major,
their job and their house, said,
"We are best mends, and we feel
like we have one bTain, thinking
the same thing, finishing each
other's sentences,"said Melissa.
So.. . what's it like being a
twin? "' don't know. Whaes it
like not being a twin?" Dana
Schwartz asked.
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After Study Tjme.
~·tyTime.
When you're ready
for a study break, it's
time to cut loose on
the slopes. Our ski runs
and Snowboard Park offer just
the challenge you're looking for.
Ski Massanutten during College
Days in January and February and
we'll give you a break on your lift ticket

ADVERTISING,
MANAGER
WANTED
The Breeze is looking for a new Advertising Manager
for the 1997-98 school year. All majors are welcome
to apply. Those with experience in management,.
sales or publications are encouraged to apply. Thts
job requires strong organizational and leader~hip
skills. Experience in ad design and ad sales ts a
plus. This is a paid position.
Please send cover letter, resume and clips to:
Cheryl Floyd, General Manager

Massanutten College Days Wednesdays & Fridays
12:30- lO:OOpm Lifts $18, Rentals $13 With Valid College ID

800-207-MASS

The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Bieeze

. DEADLINE: Friday, February 7 at 5p.m.

IAiolt' MADlliOM UMIVIl .. lfY

EOE

Are You Tired ofLoud Music, Sloppy
Roommates, Over Crowded Dorm Rooms
and Total Lack ofPrivacy?
FoxhiU Townhomesis a planned student community designed to help save
students and parents money by cutting the cost of housing. By buying
~,... ~~!f!!t}/ i~~,__---a townhome and renting the 3 extra bedrooms to other
~~~
I'm tJXC#Wabout moving
students you can live rent free!
to Foxhlll... wht~m I'll have my
No more hassles of competing for housing each year!
own prlvattl bttdroom big enough
Your mortgage payments give you equity in an asset of '
value, while dorm fees and rent are lost forever.
With as little as $5,200 you and your parents can own
a townhome that can help you save on your overall
educational cost and provide a positive cash flow
after you graduate. Call today for more information;

(540) 432-5525 .........._.
OPEN HOUSE
Fri. 12-6p.m.
Sat. 10-4p.m.

Townbomes .

.810-PPort Republic Rd. (Lower Level of Dairy Queen/Citgo Gas)
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Fertility
Drugs
linked to
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multiple births
Modern technology creates benefits and ethical dilemmas
by Chris~ Johnson

stlljf writer

On the surface the idea of twins,
triplets or quadruplets may sound
intriguing especially when yl1U
hmJe lots of lave to give. But imilgine the added dimensions of
responsibility and expenseextra diapers, college tuitione,
puberty - all the pressures of
parenting multiplied. It is ~won
der anyone is willing to take the
plunge into parenthood. Yet some
parents openly embrace the
increased chance of multiple births ~
in an attempt to conceive their
dream child, and ma"Y of these
eager parents are now turning to
science for the necesstl71/ boost.

Biology majors are exposed to each side
of the dissenting opin.ims about research
and genetic counseling. Soph omore
Andrea Moser said she understands the
complexity of the issue. Refening to ~
ents who use new technology only to give
birth to multiple children or to select sex
preferences she
said," As a

EngJJsh received her first exposure fu this
topic in a biotechnology class taught by
Douglas Dennis, prolessor of biology.
'1t is such a controversial issue, and I
can aee why people are making a commotion," she saJd.
For example, if a mother is p~
to illness or is
sus-

~--------------~--------------a
1<1~ ~ fAVOR

pect-

r
~~~~,..,·· Jl1)l>a...
'

MAYBE ~1m~~?

X LIJV~
tl I

Breakthroughs in sdentilic technology
many the luxury of i.naeasing their
genetic potential in cases that were previously inconceivable. These advances in science also add new hopes to many coupleS
whose situations once looked bleak. In
1978 the firs t t~st tube baby, Louise
Brown of England, was bOrn, and heT
birth started a legacy of assisted reproductive technology. Procedures like in
vitro fertilization and prenatal diag·
nosis are now becoming widely
afford

accepted.
Genetics has also been ~ble
for the inaease in multiple births and

twins. According to a Jan. 29 article in

The Wasmngton Post, fertility drugs
can be linked to multiple births quadrupling over the last 20 years.
Scientists can test DNA of a cell
removed hom an embryo and search for
early signs of diseases like Down's
Syndrome and Cystic Fibrosis, according
to "Gene Future: The Promise and Peril of
the New Biology," a book by Thomas Lee.
They can also screen for other fetal abnormalities or risks. This technology will
reduce the occurences of problem births
once doctors can identify the genes behind
many of the pressing health concerns. On
the flip side, it also opens up a Pandora's
box of ethical concerns.

will find as the right thing to do in their situation." English said she tries not to judge,
but one thing s he is leery of is the
Gen
. oproject - a research project tha)
maps out every gene in the human bod'y
including those that detennine hair and
eye color.
In his book, Lee also discusses
Genoproject. a 15-year, $3 billioo effort to
aac.k the genetic code of life. Dennis said it
is difficult to predict technological
advancements and whether they will be
used positively. For now, technology is
taking on a mind of its own .a nd moving
faster than the initiatives to regulate it, he
said.
"They {scientists] are very professional
in their jobs, but they simply do not have a
lot of rules governing their behavior,• Dennis said. "We sort of
dteamed up this technology
and are now responding to it
after the fact "
Many experts and students fear this knowledge
cou ld promote a genetic
shopping list where parents
could see whether their
unborn baby had their chosen qualities of being healthy,
short or tall, boy or girl, outgoing
-or introverted before it is too late.
Junior biology major Melanie Seifert
said genetic mapping could be very dangerous if scientists master il
'1t is like we could begin playing
God," Seifert said. "There is a
potential for it to be
used as a sort of genocide to create the kind
of people we want.
What begins as a
chance to improve
humankind could turn
into a move to screen out
anything deemed undesirable."
Some proponents of the movement find it reminiscent of Adolf
Hitler's grand delusion to create the per-fect Aryan race, according to Lee.
The genetic technology is moving today
where doctors can say with certainty what
an unborn child will be like. They can
already determine sex and what the basic
psychological temperment would be like.
Dennis said this concerns him because of
the future of discrimination -just what
information should be revealed and to
whom?

bio(logy] •
major, I am all for
the advancement of science1 but as a religious person I leelli.ke God has a purpose
for everything and maybe we should not
tamper with the nature ofthings.H She said
she can sympathize with techniques necessary to save a life but finds it hard to justify
interference for more trivial matters.
Senior biology major Jennifer

SCO'IT TROBAVGHistrrior orrisf

ed carrier,
scientis ts can test the
embryo. Once they have diagnosed the
disease, the parents face an ominous
dilemma. English said, "Potential bad
news would be very hard for families to
deal with, and it is hard to say what they

•
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by Cara Modisett
staff writer
It's 10:50 a.m. on a winter
Monday. A customer sits on her
red swivel chair facing the lon3...
counter, and the waitress calls her
by name; "Rosie, do you want
something?"
"A half a cup of coffee."
Incredulous, the waitress repeats
her request, "A half a cup of coffee?" and a moment later sets a
heavy brown mug steaming with
strong java down in front of her.
A waitress on break sits at the
end of the counter, discussing family and work with another customer, and the sounds of clanking
pots and pans, si.z.z.ling bacon and
conversation mingle with the
~mells of cigarette smoke and frymgeggs.
Sounds like a scene from a
small-town novel or the setup of
Mel's Diner in an episode of
"Alice." ln reality this is a typical
morning at the L&S Diner in
downtown Harrisonburg. Its
Liberty Street location, among
grain elevators, car dealerships
and railroad tracks, is hardly picturesque.
The exterior of the diner is
bright red and metallic silver and
resembles a train car. This resemblance is intentional, according to
co-owner joyce Graves, who said
the construction style was a "s1gn
of the times" when the Nielsen
Construction Company built the
diner in 1947.
G raves and her brothers Sam
and Jeff Lambert are the fourth set
to own the diner, which Frank Lee
and lke Simmons (hence the L and
S) established 50 years ago.
This morning, the restaurant
grows gradually more crowded
over the course of an hour and a
half. Men and women, young and
old, meander in alone or in twos
and threes, greeting each other and
saying goodbye as they leave,
many with the local paper in hand.
Graves says of the clientele,
"There's such a variety of people,
and they're wonderful people!"
She compares the diner to a family
that .includes both employees and

customers.

· PHOTOS BY GAIL MARHEFKA!contributing phorogrophtr

(Clockwise k) L & S Diner haa been located on North Uberty Street for 50 years and offers many apeclattlea Including pan fried chi k •
L a S Diner employee Michelle Hammer takes guests' orders early In the morning; La S Diner employee Unda Me Daniel hands Sa c :;,•
Labembert an order to co.
ma
•

.

June Sipe has worked at the
diner under most of its owners,
excluding Mervin and Janet
Lambert and including Lee and
Simmons. She attributes the landmark's longevity to its family-like
atmosphere. "People come, an.d
their children come, and the1r
grandchildren come."
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Diner

50 successful 11ears in
· downtown Harrisonburg
,

When asked how she would to that began some years ago with
characterize the diner, the first a customer's request of 20-year
word that comes to her mind is manager Theresa Smith to "just fix
!r " hectic!"
me something."
"When we get short, we call in
I don't have to wa1t long for my
~ the relatives," explains Sipe, whose
food, which is delicious, and the
!!'
daughter, Diana Crump, has coffee, which is just strong enough.
at returned to work part-time at the
Joan Cromer, a medical assisdiner.
tant
from C lover Hill, has been
,
Crump also worked at the coming to the diner for 25 years. '1
:s diner for a short time when she like the fact that I can get vegetaf- was a teenager. She describes the bles and home-cooked meals
a customers as "down-home folks, [here]," she says.
h regular peoplt."
David Rees, a Mt. Crawford
A middle-aged man in a blue poultry farmer who has come to
e corduroy shirt, jeans, and work L&S for 20 years, agrees. "I like the
lboots comes in and orders. When good food - fast and good!" He is
;his plate comes, he asks, "Can I
here with his father, Norris Miller,
g have some silverware with that and Junior Hinkle, whose own
father used to cook for the diner.
d too?" and Crump returns with
Rees and Hinkle have come
e with a sarcastic, "Today?" This
,_ sort of bantering plays back and especially for the country ham pot
fo rth between customers and pie, which L&S only serves in the
winter. Miller prefers the chicken.
a e mployees, emp loyees and
,f employees, customers and cus"We've fed a lot of college stu,(
tomers.
dents over the years," says Graves.
According to Crump, many of ''lhey come in here because it's an
n the customers are regulars. When, affordable place to eat."
Around 11 a.m. two JMU stus for whatever reasons, frequent cusg tamers don' t show up for a few dents arrive, freshmen Lionel Parr
s days, the employees invariably call /
·- to check up on them and send ,...-...,.......,..
flowers and food when there is a
s death in a reguJar customer's fami:l ly.
tToday, Torder what 1am told is
o a popular meal- a plate of horne:1 rries and homemade biscuits covn ~red with chipped beef gravy.
n \1\'hile I wait, I use the time to look
e over the menu, a single laminated
sheet, and take in my surroundings.
n
The diner is a cozy place on a
:t
e cold day. It is smaU, without even
:1 room for booths, just one long
coun ter with stools. The food is
cooked right in front of the cust
:1 tomers. The shelves are crowded
with knickknacks, stacks of bowls
3
:i and plates, crockery, an old-fashs ioned coffee grinder and a teddy
:i bear.
Beneath the shelves are the coffee pots, the grill (with a metal
awning above it reading "short
., order'' in fading red letters), salad
fixings and a four-slice toaster. Red
cafe-style gingham curtains hang
I
in the windows, which are beaded
i
wtth condensation.
The menu includes fried chicken (for which Graves says the
t' diner i s famous) country ham,
i
grits, oatmeal, baked apples, waffles and buckwheat pancakes.
The menu also includes the
"Garbage Omelet," a populir comr
bination of eggs, cheese, meats,
green peppers, tomatoes and pota-

I

and Dave Bittinger. It's Parr's first
time here, and he comments on the
"good country cooking" and the
"laid-back" atma;phere.
Bittinger, who has been here before, enjoys a plate of fried chicken, mashed potatoes, french fries
and applesauce. "It's good food,
and it's quick."
Around noon, I pay my tab and
get ready to leave. Joan Cromer
and the JMU students have left, a
young girl in a yellow raincoat
climbs onto a stool, and several
men in coveralls and hard hats
enter. One greets Sipe as she stubs
out her cigarette and heads behind
the counter to help out. " Hey,
June!"
"HeUo! Sit down and be quiet!"
she shouts back ahd gives me a
grin.
I leave, warm, full and laughing.

,,

I

Tile l. & S Diner is open from 5:30
a.m. until 8 p.m Mondny-Snturday
and is dosed on Sundays.

11_, T.L .. •• .J • •• 1-- :an san"? -rur oorr7r
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FOUR BEDROOMS! FOUR BATHS!
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• Four Full Bathsl
• Over 1400 Sq. Ft. of Living Space!
• Cable Outlets In Living Room and All Bedrooms
• Double Beds

I

• Living Room Pre-wired for Speakers
• Breakfast Bar & Dining Area
• Bullt·ln Entertainment Center

JMU

~

There will be 24 untta available for 1997. . 1n this
exclusive community to be located at the end of
Mountain VIew Drive, off Cantrell Avenue. Ample
parking will be available. Contact Ginger Neff to
make an appointment to reserve your unll

SOUTH MAl~ ST.

• Within walking distance
• Closer to campus than any of
the larger complexes
• Most convenient location In
town for shopping

MOUNTAIN VIEW HEIGHTS
....

A The Prudential

~ R.ri<tnBer &Arocbtes, ~TCR>
Aq:afy Mcn:lgerna1t ~

·

434-5150
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ospitality majors serve up the feel ofthe islands ,..
Waiters and waitnasea in crisp unaspun large trays of shrimp and gutwantons and Vietiwneae spring
others ladeled etneapple-flapundt. Paper 1H guHs hung &om
teWn& and two yo.mg women relaxed
ww•ax~~: chairs in (Oral-colored bikini
:... ...... multi-hued aldrts.
this is not a tropical paradise,
attendants of Mmdays ..Set the
the Pacific" hospitality dinner in
Uliii1WICI" Hall might have believed other-

Englbh and early childhood education
major, llicl the c:hanp from Mrs. Green's
to a P.dfic puadi8e was "like a Cinderella
~ (t~1inbelievable."

Servers presented about 70 hungry
guests with bok choy salad With aoba nooI I an appetizer, foUowed by an entree
of mahi mahi with wasabi mashed pota-

ases

toes, ehitake mushrooms and snow peas.
Kona coffee mousse on a ginger shortbread molde topped the meal
Although more than 60 students contributed to the evening's success, only
three senior hospitality and tourism management students designed and managed
it
"This is their final project - this is
when they pull all their learning together,
everything they've learned from classes
and inlemships,, Foucar-Szocki said.
This culmination of their education formally began in August though managers
Lisa Nimmich, Alicia Weir and Dana
Muscaro tossed around theme ideas last

, Anybody who was in that room did
not know they were eating in a dining
facatty on a college campus," said Reg
FouW-Szocld, .-odate profeJsor of ~
pitality and director of the hospilauty and
toudsm management program.
Before the meal, guests were ushered
into a "cruise-ship" reception room for
champagne and hors-d'oeuvres.
year.
Alter about a half hour of introductions
For the students, Foucar-Szocki said,
and light oonversation among friends, the this project is their senior thesis. Seniors
waitstaff escorted guests into the dining break into groups of five and prepare
rOC>Il1. usually known as Mrs. Green's.
meals throughout the semester. Two of
1he dining room was as decorative as Monday night's group left the hospitality
the reception hall. Mirrors at the center of program, however, leaving this group
each table reflected the light of small pas-- short-handed to manage the more than 60
tel-colored candles and bright Pacific flow- sophomore and junior HfM majors who
ers. Small palm trees lined the doorway to · worked the dinner.
the dining room, and a thin blue cloth covAs part of the formal preparations, the
ered the ceiling lights to give the room an three had to choose a theme and audience,
aquatic feel
whether the dinner would be formal or
Dinner guest Carla Haarmeyer, a senior informal and what menu would compte-

ment their idea. Minimally, the group had
to proykle a reception for the guests and

then serve a three-course meal, Foucar·
Szoddsaid.
1he managers also needed to organize
a budget and decide how to split the
money eemed though ticket sales between
food, entertainment and decorations.
Luckily, the managers found many
friends who were willing to help. "We had
to ask everyone we knew to borrow something," Weir said. Her uncle in California
donated 91 pounds of fresh flowers· for
Q!l\terpieces and other decorations.
In all, however, Weir said she learned
to think on her feet "Timing is everything.
U something goes wrong, you can't get
upset or everyone you're working with
gets upeet too."
Ni.mmich said dedication is a major factor in providing a successful dinner.
"Preparation is an ali-day, every-day
thing. Every little detail is thought out- it
means neglecting everything else in your
life."
Muscaro said, "We had to plan step-by·
step what the guests would see when they
walked into the room, where the tables
would be located and even what kind of
tabR it would be."
1be managers created the menu, which
Muscaro said was new to her, with the
help of two soux chefs of The Greenbrier
in White Sulphur Springs, W.Va., who are
Hawaii natives. The managers cooked
with the chefs.to practice their skills before
manning the kitchen lherr6elves.
The relationship between The

Gmrinier and the hospitality program at
JMU first sparked when Rod Stoner, vice
president of food and beverage at The

Greenbrier, joined the hospitality advisory

board at JMU in 1990. With help &om The
Greenbrier, the managers transformed
Nimmich's original luau idea into a more
upscale Pacific theme.
Some people stereotype the hospitality
program, Poucar-Szocki said, hinting that
people believe '"if you can't find a job, you
end up working hospitality or flipping
burgers.' This is just not true. To be successful in the hospitality program, you
need a wide range of different skills: working with guests; marketing and sticking to
a budget; and working withemployers.
...
"Dinner Monday was as good as any
fine dining establishment in the
Commonwealth," Foucar~Szoc.ki said. '1t
was exceptional."
Smooth as the evening seemed to sail
for guests, the managers did have a few
problems, such as a lack of communication
between those working the dining room
and those working the kitchen - the
entree was annot.ylced to the guests, but
the food was not riady to be served.
Without major catastrophe, the dinner
was over in two hours, and an three managers expressed relief to return to their
lives.
Muscaro said, HMy roommates never
see me. It's like I haven't really lived there 1
in mooths."
Upcoming hospitality mtD1s will bt an fAster
brunch, a Valentint''S dmntr and 4 murdtr
mysfny mad. Tickds ""' $15. C.U z3224.
)

/

COl\fMISSION ON COMMUNITY

..

I

Curriculum and Community Enhancement
Grants Available

$5,000 in.total funds
Ellalbllltv
Full-time faculty, statf, students and organizations
Poaalble Topics
Curriculum enrichment, Interactive projects,
workshops
Multimedia diversity development .a ctivities
Human relations strategies to enhance climate change
Forums to stimulate open communication on race,
gender, disability, etc.
Proposal Dea.dline ...........................~········· Feb 21, 19'17
Submit proposals to:
Berlin, M. Zirk. Chair
Cuniculum and Community Enhancement Committee
HarriJon Hall A-2 JJ

.

Phone : S68-6061

email : Zirkbm@jmu.edu

BEATING THE

WINTER BLUES
with HUMOR

FSB.S

WEDNESDAY
ALTSRNA'ITVE THERAPIES FAIR :
.PC BALLROOM 11:00-3:00 PM
Aroma therapy, Foods & Moods,
Seasonal Affective Depression, Yoga,
Massage therapy, Light therapy, Silly string
encounter, SPCA ~Depression sere~
Dance, Music......
·

..

'!HE THSRAPEU1lC POWER OF HUMOR
Workshop & Presentation by
Leslie Gibson, RNtt Tile Humor Project
PC BALLROOM 7:00-9:00 PM

TAYLOR DOWN UNDER & CORNER
POCKET ·7-10 PM: Sntertairunent, music,
comedy

MIDNIGHT MOVIE Cartoon Marathon

-
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& Basket City
•
•
•
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•
I I ••'' ,
I ·' I '
•
•,
•
•
• ' • Balloons
Fresh & Silk Arrangements •
• • Stuffed Animals
Roses
•
•
•
•
•
• Valley Caner

.
•
•

II r rf 1 r ,\ \\ 11

r'

Behind VaUcy Mall
243 Neff Ave.

433-7789

1

\

~AA-A~
~··

YoucM
love your baby
Md yourself by giving it life, hope:
·oy. We are a childless couple long!ng to
become loving parents through prtvate
adoption. Together we cM turn each
other's sorrow into joy, and share
ideas for your and your baby's
bright future .

"u r

r

Houn: M-P 10-5:30 •
Sal 10 - 4:30 •

- .........................•........
~C~t~•A~

•

are:

-~·._,.....

-0 .~

Great w/ ICidsl
MediCGI & Engananng ProfessiOnals w/ Dtverre Interests; Married
yrs.; Stor-M-home
Mom;

Flnc.1CiGIIy

Stable; Sensltiw
to YOtr Needs.

Nit Ready to Deal
With Ths Yet?
atp & SCM this Ad.
Next one 1"\1'\S in

...zwuks.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~====~
~

Do you have
a story for
The Breeze?

Call x 6127
and give us
· the scoop!

Order
oF omega
Appll~tions a~e due
~morrow'"

Ta~lor 20,. ?lease contac t !:jOUr
cnapter,Ere.sidents for more
mfor;mation

A-PHIASCO fs coming soon! Alpba
Phfs annual J:unb'"llafse~ fOR t~fa
phftanthROPN, 'the Alpha Pbf
fOUpl>otfon, WRl be lcfckfng Off fn
eardN FebROOflN (lOth -Utb). The
sfstf!RS aae bolbfng G bloob
tbfs TuesbaN fn tbe PC BallRoom
fRom lla.m. to 4 p.m., tlnb . .
ever.z.;yone fs encouRpgeb t~
contRibute If pc:>ssfb~e. foR moRe
rn~ORmatfoo, . conttJ(:;t ~Us~n lac(V
at 432-<'797. : . ·. · ..... ·... · ...
I

...

I

•

I

I

o
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Senior steps up, leads Dukes to victory over AU ,
Charles Lott has his best game ofthe season in sixth C4A win
by John M. Taylor
_ _assistant sports edit_or_ _

KYLE BUSS/smior pltot.ogmphn

Lott coes up for a shot over American's Thomas Treadwell in the
first half of JMU's CAA wtn last nfCht. Lott played 35 minutes.

I

The sparse Convocation
Center crowd got a glimpse of
the Olarles Lott of old last night.
A consensus preseason AllColonial Athletic Associa tion
pick, Lott has struggled at times
to regain last season's form ,
which prompted early praise.
Last night, the 6-foot-9 senior
scored 16 points and pulled
down 15 rebounds as he led the
Dukes to a 72-60 victory over
Americah University.
Lott said he responded to a
challenge from coach Lefty
DrieseU, who was upset with his
play - especially after Monday's
loss to University of Richmond.
Lott managed a mere six points
to go with three rebounds and
was outplayed by Richmond forward Eric Poole, who had 13
points and 12 rebounds.
"He called me soft, a pansy,
among other words," Lott said. '1
really don't like being called
those things, so I decided to come
out and play hard.
."You need to be pushed
sometimes," Lott added. "' was-

n' t being aggressive on offense,
defense, rebounding- nothing. r
just had to be more aggressive
tonight, start playing, instead of
letting things come to me "
DrieseU was pleased With the
results of his pep talk. ''I told him
after the Richmond game I was
going to bench him if he d 1dn' t
wake up and play like a man," he

88

72

said. uCharles played excellent
tonight"
For the third consecutive
game, JMU came out gunning in
the second half. After coming out
of the opening session ahead 3427, the Dukes began to pull away
from the Eagles. American made
the first two shots of the second
session, but JMU quick(y
answered with an 11-2 run, eventually building a 12-point lead.
Sophomore guard Eugene
Atkinson had seven points during the run.
"The first five minutes of the
second half is the most important

time of the game," Atkinson said.
''That's when J'.m ready to tum it
on, when my team needs me
most."
Atkmson fmished with 18
points after a scoreless first half.
"Gene played an excellent
game for us, not JUSt offensively
but defensively he did a good job
on [American forward David]
Small," Driesell said.
Driesell made a key defensive
switch also, putting Chatney
Howard on Thomas Treadwell,
who scorched the Dukes for 31
points when the teams met earlier in the month. Treadwell never
got going last night and finished
with 15 points and four
rebounds.' Driesell said the
switch was necessary becauSe the
Eagles went With a big lineup.
"They had four inside players," Dnesell said. "He's a great
player, but Chatney did a good
job on him."
Driesell was disappointed in
the attendance . " It was. a flat
crowd," he said. " Maybe I'll buy
them a popsicle, whatever it
takes to get them out here."
The Dukes host UNCCharlotte Saturday at 4:30 p.m.

by Steve Runkle
_ _ _ contributing wri_te_r _ _ __
The' JMU wrestling team welcomed a
challenge from Virginia Military Institute
after finishing 58 points behind the
Keydets in the Virginia State Championships two weeks ago.
The teams' Tuesday rematch, however,
belonged to the Dukes.
JMU used four pins to defeat VMI 30-14
in a non-conference competition at
Godwin HaU to improve its overall record
to 4-3, 3-0 in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
This week's wih also avenged a loss to •
VMI last season. "We went into VMI last
year, and they demolished us," senior Ken
Rossi said. "Their Keydets booed and
heckled us. This evening brought us a
great level of satisfaction."
Rossi led the Dukes' attack with a 1:49
pin over VMl's Paul Webber in the 118pound bout to open the meet. Rossi
improved his record to 15-3 with five total
pins.
'1 powered him over," Rossi said. "I
really wanted the pin for team points. As it
turned out, everyone that could get extra JMU fr~shman Josh Androscavage attempts a move on his opponent durtng t he Dukes'
points did."
Pat Coyle registered the Dukes' second fourth win and second fall of the season in pinned senior Eric Jones in :48 to put the
the dosing seconds of the first period in match out of reach with a 27-10 lead.
fall of the evening at the 1:34 mark of the
" I sunk the half and powered him
142-pound bout against Willie Barquero. the 158-pound match . Kuhn's pin
over,"
Vidak said. "Once I got deep on a
extended
the
JMU
lead
to
a
21-7
Coyle. moved his record to 11-7 with his
shot,
I
felt pretty confident. After that, it
advantage.
·
first pin of the season.
The match that clinched the Dukes' was all aggression."
During Coyle's match, the senior got
JMU head coach Jeff ''Peanut'' Bowyer
caught underneath his opponent on a shot victory came at the 177-pound weight
said he has been pleased with Vidak's
but capitalized by elevating and flipping class.
Senior Chris Vidak, who placed fourth effort recently. "[Vidak] has been out on
him to his back for a first period pin.
Sophomore Chad Kuhn picked up his at the Virginia State Championships, injury most of the season and is now

JAN GRAHAM/stnior photographer

match against VMI Tuesday.

wrestling above his weight-division but
has come in as a major asset to us," he

said.
Overall, injuries are s till hurting the team. "We're still missing quite a few
wrestlers. However, I'm really impressed
with our younger guys," Bowyer said.
The Dukes next face Bucknell
University in Pennsylvania Feb. 1 and will •
host Howard University Feb. 15.
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proudly presents

Acoustic Favorites
by

Friday, January 31, 7:30

ROB CONKLIN

Women's Basketball

&
FRIENDS·

"'VS -

R1CHM()Nl)

4~

Don\ -~ This Key CAA Match-Upll

this Saturday
February 1st
lOpmShow

.~ STUFF

OH

I

SALEI
Gridlock•d
Cake
Beck Romeo & Juliet
Bush Smashing Pumpkins
Kom
Jon Spencer
Aphu Twins
Tool
Built To Spill
Tricky
Jamlroquai Wallflowers
LocaiH
TONS OF STUFf ON SALE.!

/

,· /:'==
!] a OJ

.

434-u73
Coldwell Banker - Contac t Colleen Pendry

-

/
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S&oK

.won 16

Georae Masoa

Lost I
Won3
Woal

Richmond

JM~~aMadJioa

Americlll

Lost2
Lost2

VCU
East Carolina
UNC·Wilmington
William lnd Mary

Wonl
Lo6t4
Lost2

I.C.Michaa:~

It! After three
Dukes finally
the College of
William &
:-~~rn"""' JMU had not
won a CAA .rnntMt
losing to Old

straight
came out

Dominion
January 17.

pt home on

\

2. Jusrinc I\JIIIIrQ&Io
l Krista Jay,
4. K. Alexander.
S. N~ Roberu.
6. Micbdle Floria. UR
Rcboypd!or
I. Miry K1iml. AU
l. Sanlt SOrdb, RtiU
3. N~ Robau. ObU
4. avisty Gamllill, IJNCW
S. Tt'ICe)' Ke!Jey, BCU . f
6. Taisbal'homls, QMU

Aefstt

GP No.
16 137
17
141
18
I~
J
US
J
Us
17
(3J

de

I. Palricia PtiUcbciro\ OOU ~
2. KMie Averyt. WclM.
I
J.lloll)' IUIIapr. JMU
4. Erin Cuma. UR
\
17
s. K Aleunder, Owl v )?
6. G Kyhlsfcck, V~Of'
16

CAA PI~

Senior guard J

Dukes unbeaten in quad-meet
The JMU fencing team went
undefeated at the Hollins College
Invitational Jan. 25, posting wins over
Hollins, Sweet Briar CoUege, Stevens Tech
arid Virginia Tech.
The Dukes' foil squad, led by junior
Heather Robertson's 14-2 mark, finished
the competition with a 50-14 overall
record. The epee squad, behind a· 16-0
record by junior Katie Sechrist, won 57-7.
Sophomore foil fencer Susan Loeser
finished 13-3, while epee fencers Marcy
Miller and Diana Shatinsky tallied 15-1
and 14-2 marks, respectively.
The Dukes next face Johns Hopkins
University and Princeton Universty Feb. 1
in a dual meet
JMU will also host a competition Feb.
12

Dukes down
Springfield College
JMU's men's gymnastics team defeated
Springfield CoUege by a score of 203.80190.60 at a dual meet hosted by the U.S.
Naval Academy.
·
The Dukes, however, lost to Navy by
nearly 14 points.

Sophomore Tun BuUeri led JMU with a
first-place finish in the all-around
competition {51.05), fourth in the floor
exercise {9.OS) and fourth in the still rings

(8.65).
The Dukes also got strong performances
from senior Chris Golden, who placed
second in the still rings (9.30), junior Greg
Bosch, the competition's second-place
finisher on the vault (9.25) and sophomore
D.J. Surgent, who finished third in the
pommel horse.
JMU will next compete against the
College of William & Mary and Temple
University Feb. 2.

of 190.625 points, followed by North
Carolina State (190.575), JMU {187.90)
and Radford University {186.7).
Sophomore Mara Clamage led the
Dukes with a third-place finish in the
uneven parallel bars {9.70).
The Dukes will next compete against
Rutgers University Feb. 1.

JMU breaks losing streak
With four players scoring in double

figures the JMU women's basketbaU team

t

Aya.
8.6
1.3
8.3
8.1
8.0
7.7

No. At&e
144
S9
89
81

8.0
5.6
5,6
S.l

7S

4.4

66

4.1

of the Week

~press, East Carolina

ended its three-game losing streak with a
76-59 win over the College of William &
Mary Sunday.
Senior forward Sarah Schreib led the
.Dukes with 17 points, while guards Hotly
Rilinger and Misty Colebank contribvted
15 apiece. Sophomore forward Kish Jordan
added 10 points.
Rilinger's scoring performance enabled
her to become JMU's career scoring leader.
With 1,477 points, she moved past Alisa
Harris {1984-'88), who scored 1,473 points.
JMU will next play Universi ty of
Richmond Jan. 31 at the Convocation
Center.

1~ . \SEB . \LI ,
Hostesses needed
The baseball team is in search of
recruiting hostesses. Anyone interested
should caU basebaU coach Kevin Anderson
or assistant coach Todd Raleigh at .x3630.

Thur. 1130

\ \'< )\ 11·::'\"s (; Y\ I"\ \STI< ·s

Sat. 211

Itri. 1/31
Women:, Basketball·
vs. Rkhmond 7:30p.m.

Sun.1J2

Basketball:
Women's Basketball:
~s. UNC.C
4:30p.m. at George Mason 3 p.m

Men·~

Fencmg:
n1 Johns

Hopkins
llOOil Men's Gymnasucs:
Womcn'h Gyf'TUlllStks:
at William & Mury I p.m.
111 Rucgcrs
I p.m.
Men's T{lloCII.ll Va. Tech
Women's Track ll
Htlldee's Clsssic. West Va.
Wrcsthng at Bucknell 7:30

Third-place finish
The JMU women's gymnastics team
placed third in a four-team competition
hosted by North Carolina State
University.
Nationally ranked Penn State
University placed first with a team score

Home games in bold.

---

-----****
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I'm Not Your Papa,
I'm the Four Star General

••

IZZ

Ask for a. College Special

20" 4-Star General

College Special $9.99

16" 4-Star Large
College Special $6.99 ·
14" 4-Star Medium
College Special $5.00

12" Submarine Sandwiches
Ham&Cheae
Italian
B.L.T.,.·
Pizza Sub
Roast Bed & Cheese
Steak & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Classic Meatball
Western Meatball
Veggie Sub
Cheese Sub
All Subs Include:
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Cheese, Italian Dressing,
Mayonnaise, Mustard•

·,

. $5.29

CALL 433-3776
415NMAINST

HBG. VA.II801
-~

HRS: 11 :OOA-I:OOA SUN-THUR
11:00A-3:00A FRI-SAT

-

..
- ___.,.---~

--

--

-

--

Mushrooms & Extra Cheese•••50
Bacon & Extra Meat ••••••1.00

You could also enjoy
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot Wings,
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner,
CheeseStixx, Breadstixx,
and sa·lads .

•
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College Park- Ashby Crossing
is Harrisonburg•s most impressive
luxury student communityl
-4 bedroom I 2 full baths
-full size washer I dryer
-central air I gas heat

And to be added
just in time for 1997-98:
-pool
-clubhouse
-hot tub
-tennis, basketball and volleyball courts
"

College Park -Ashby Crossing. LLC.
1235 F Devon Lane
(540) 432-1001

Location!
Location!
Location!
• Walking distance to Campus
• Easy Access to JMU (bus service)
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units
• Reasonable Rates
• Furnished or Unfurnished Units

• Ample Par1<lng

• FfeeWater
• Microwave
CURRICULUM

liN1VElSDY
P\AQ

• Washer& Dryer

• Dishwasher
• lndiviOJal Leases

For n Summn Bu/Utm
arul rrgistmllon form rnU
202-885 2500,
fax 202-885-2542, or t'-mml:
sumrnn@amnimn.t'fiu

for mo" information.

Check Us Out!!
.

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!

)
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Sleep Soundly ,In Your Own Full Size Be4
At South View & The Commons
.
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:

• Double Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
. . • Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & living room

• Oversized Closets
• Built-in microwave oven
• Gar.bage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
• Bus Service

I

Stop by
Tlie Commons
Rental Office,

Each furnished Luxury

·

-

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat.lO a.m.-4 p.m.
and by appointment
869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600

or Call 432-0600,
or have your
parents
call us toll free at
1 -800-JMU-8761

and make a
·move to.Juxury!

-··-~-

_____. . . . . . ._. . ._____. . . . c 0 MIc s . ___. . .

I
...............

--

-·

...

·--

~

T ..
HE_B_R_E_EZ-E-Th-u-rsd-ay_.J_an_
. 3_0_,1-99_7_1_7

WtMr's LA~' ,.,
-wta<.

BEATING THE
WINTER BLUES

GRE

C~mpu~ -er

PC BALLROOM 11:00-3:00 PM
Aroma therapy, Foods & Moods,
Seasonal Affective Depression, Yog~
Massage therapg,-Light therapy, Silly string
encounter, SPCA pets, Depression screening;.
Dance, MusiC-'lliS 1liERAP£UTIC POWER OF HUMOR
Worbhop & Presentation by
Leslie GibsOn, RN.., 'lhe llwnor Project
PC BALLROOM ?:oo-9:00 PM

TAYLOR DOWN UNDER & CORNER

POCI<ST

1-10 PM: Entertainment, music,
comedy
·
MIDNIGHT MOVIE Cartoon Marathon

Countdown

computer test
pbobic1

FSB.S

ALTSRNA'l1VE lHSRAPIES FAIR :

v•t> ?.~

I

withi/UMOR
WEDNESDAY

lA~

~~::;;;~ ~

._~..
~,.,--~..=--..:

Only a few more chances
to take the GRE on Paper.
~

a
J
4

5

Ap 1 ii 19, 199G

Ooteeetc 12, 1996
De$Smber 14, 1996
April 12, 1997
?????????????

~~--~----------------~~~-----~~------------------

_____ ____..,.___ -.....,.

~·---
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COUNTRY S VVESTERN
DANCE LESSONS S DANCE

$5,000 First Prize!
Develop an innovative web application that will
help companies in Virginia exploit the benefits of
the new Internet Economy. Win cash prizes from
$1,000 to $5f000.
For details, including contest rules and entry forms,
see our web site at http://www.cit.org/ and click on
the WWW Business Innovations Contest icon.

Dances Every Fri. & Sat. .Night • No age limit
• No alcohol
8 p.rn.-9 p .m. Lesson
• No
9 p.m.-12 midnight Dance
$5 per person

THE ROUND-UP
Rt. 42 South
Harrisonburg, VA
433-8170

Instructor Charlie Sutton
Line Dances, 2-Step, Waltz and More.

If\. Oil haH'Il'l !old .\Oil I'
L1111ih \ou'n· ;111
or~;lll and ti""-'ll' donor.
'ou 'n· no I.
To be an organ and tissue
donor, even if you've signed
something. you must tell your
family now so they can carry
out your decision later. For a
free brochure on'how to talk
to your family, call

1-800-355-SHARE

QIQAIIID,....,

QU. y

~Cit....,

Genuine
Ground BeeF

/

• •.•

• .

....

Dutt:IJ
COctlb _ _ __

..

I

Crossword Puzzle
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A~

1 Umb
4 8mllng

Ingredient

a s~op

t3 lee mess
\7 Vtty IINII
18 l\qu8ltum 11th
10 11otlo
20 11anger
21 ~~-Venera, e.g.
24 l •sbon Nlllvll
26(afOUHd
27 ,6uthor Bri t -

I

29 Old davlc11 lor

30
31
32
34
3e

healing liquids
~orists' org.
ln11 fOf caravan.
RBI Of ERA
Ntntplns' need
English university

city
DOWN
1 Wonderment
2 H8N'IIt
3 Tableland
4 ~linger.
Andnon
5 -of CleviS
8Told ~ra

7 Roclcy c:qg
8 Dndof f rri
0 ~

unueual

10~r
II
peraon
12 Big bird
13 TUIJ.14 legll dalm
15 Grttllptlk
18 MINI dO (wfll

-~

I

18 Keep In ClUIIody
22 The Rosa ol23 Conch

4A Unnalurllled

rNident
~ Greeting WOld
48 An.mooo IOdels
47 SMNgle
48 T811)'
40 Ember
50 Mongol
52 Enlhullastlc
53 Nlgtll before
54Kindofpuddng
55 AI no time
56=ty
lance
57 ROlling In ...rch
of ed\>enturt
50 CoptnMgen .
nallvel
eo Cleared boat of

et

wtlttr
E~

25 CogwhHia

28~Gutvll

31 LNCI Iol'll'l
IUddlnty
32 Da\Jb
33 S~llllt
cornpollllll
34 Naive one
35-0yl

38 8roecW
37 lbunplay
38 Rhythm

40 Bear w~Na
41 Wlcbdone
•2 Olrl
43 Flnlthtd
40 Ette or Panama
50 Part of ' joint
5 1 SlrHt. ebbr.
52 Tlllad 1o one llde
~Rabbits

55 Lowut point

83 CofrfnoiiOn
14 Aueocrall
8& Journey
10 Ancient tanguege
71 Q\elltrt
74 lrrl18lu
75 Cavalty WNpon
78 Anc:lv4 Greek
78=trshl9:
ebbr
80 Cord !Of an Arab
headdress

II Daallned
82 Cametollady
83 Sioux Indian
Sol Family member
85 Bl.wldlt of hay
88 Great amounl
88 S..rmug
80 POllee vthlcias
56 Pecllaglng
material
58 Take greal deigN
50 Old·fuhioned
&OEJCPOttd
82 Betlle
65 Melalslrtp
8& Hobo
87 S.*lly
8& Cottonwood
70 Vlgoda of TV
72 l.MJdtr of
c:oemellc:l
73~

75 Side dish
78 Silty people
n Medical ClOUf'll:
lbbr.
7t Arllsl Meorftte
81 Confront
83 Idle
85 Obslrucl

92 Al1lsl'1 gJUIUI

WOfk
g4 Ord a garden

c:hOte
Velfed
Spanish gold
Gelalin
Sleep
cbturbance
102 Points a linger at
106 Ignition par1s
109 Song-and·danc•
~~~ of old ftlml
112 tlate
113 Shatr Iabrie
t 14 Citrus fruill
115 Ballad
116 Dale IOf Caesar
1t7 Cerrial
118 Pori!. 1.g .
119 Devoured

OS
07
D8
101

88 General Bradley
87 SUpply lood lot
banqUets
88~
channels
90 Pirouettes

0' \Jntnarlttd
8i3 Prcjedll weapon
M J~.N bloomS

•

.....,wine~

1St Went last
100

tot

-

""*'
Satisfy

102 Rou'aloYe
103 Certain molding
104 Logen Of Raines
105 Chllr
107 Enhted man:
abbr.
108 Old card game
110 Danube pan
11 t Cereal grain

Discover your career opportunities with

SNL Securities
James Madison University students interested in
careers in the financib.l services industry
are ctYrdiaUy invited to stop by and discu.ss
Career opportunities and Internships
Monday, February 3, 1997, 10:30 am- 1:30pm
Zane Showker Hall, Lobby
James Madison University

Wanted
The Breeze is hiring five Account Executives & five
Ad Designers for the 1997-'98 school year. AI majors
welcome to apply. Experience in sales or graphic
design is a plus. These are paid positions.

All Majors Welcome
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi

Resu'lnt Drop deadli.ne is Tuesday, February 11
for Interviews on Monday, March 17
)

S~L

SECURmES

Please send cover letter, resume & clips to
Cheryl Floyd, General Manager
The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

SNL S«uriiie:s is a leading ~ and puhlisiUng cmnpan1 serving the
financUJl snvias industry, ~ in Ch4r/ol.tewille, Vilginw

•

SNL Securities 410 East Main Sl.r«t CharlottesVille, Virgmia 22902
SNL s.nmtits iJ lffl'lfl'"Jl oftfKwtu"llJ ~

EOE

DEADLINE:
Friday, Feb. 14 at 5 ~. m ..

..
•

SO Thursday, Jan . 30, 1997 THE BREEZE

...

What's ~o"'~ D.A(2?(1)1..&41~~

The Category is: Disability, Science & T.echt'\0~):'
1 . This teacher was trying to develop an amplifical:ioa device for deaf people wbea
he made his famous discovery...
2. His learning disability may have conttibulcd to his success as an inventor- his
unconventional lhinking led to the hamcssing of electticity.•.
:3. The first American in space, this astronaut~ Meniere's Syndrome. au inner
ear disease, that grounded him for 10 years._
4. Because of his learning disability, be barely I1Uiftii8M 10 complete biJ formal
education, but he is recognized as one of the most briDiaut minds of the 20lh century
- relatively speaking!
5. Ironically, this Nobel Prize win Del' died of Panicious Anemia. thought to be
contracted by her long exposure to radioactivity...
1

•1

HATS • GLOVES • GORE·TEX SHELLS •
BACKPACKS • FLEECE •WOOL CLOGS •
PATAGONIA. CAPILENI• COLUMBIA PARKAS

..AN"wel"8•

1 . ..Alexanderarohom

Bel" 2.

~ Cdit~Qf\J

. 3. Ala"' Sh.ephe~ 4 . .Aibcrt€irwteiry5. Marie C...rie
Sponsored by The Off'.ce of · · · Senic:a A 1bc BftlelJe
A Public Service Announcement for disAbi · Awaeacaa Week M.rch 17-21

1544 L •rk•t It, by the Feur Pelllf• Sherate• 434•7234

•

-

'YOu're
a[ways a
•
Wtnner

..

at
O[tfe Miff!

.....

IWtyllntSan,S.I

._..

Olde Mill Villa-g e-

+ ~n &.l.abatts +

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

AMENITIES GALORE:

COLOWC!U.
BANI(C!RC

..
•

HORSLEY AND

CONSTABLE

432-9502

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
....
• Stain resistant wall-to-waH carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus serv1ce to campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and mamtenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

Call Barbara today and see how easy and aft'ordable off campus housing can be.

-------~~~
. . • .... ...._: $180/mo or

FOR RENT

Ulh
lJ .... -1•4·FumlaMd
unfUrnished. Apple

210/mo
0523.

I

Of

Real Eat8tll Inc. (540) 433-9S76.

Celele

~ CMrt·

4 Of 5 BR townhOuees. fimllshed.

Apple ,... &tala Int. (540) 433-

•

+ utllltlea.

Call 432·

Awallaltle Fall t.n7: Seekln&
mature atudent, preferably
uppen:lasarnan 01' lfiiCI atudent
One bedroOfn Mtable In Hunters

Rlct&e. $295 per month.
Call KMt.n Ill 432.()650

9!576.

, ............ 38R,
prw.tt dedc,"

8SJ93

Au&ull

wo.

tiW,
S700. 432·

434-1847 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
1 BR •

$29!5/mo

28R •

S380/mo

or U90/petl0n

S640/mo

or $160/peraon

0.. ......._ ev.lllbte In .-:tous

townhouse. nne friendly fetN~e
roommatea. S225 per month.
Shott walk to campus and on bus
route. C811 434-8843 or Gln&er
7~7821, piNie call lOon!

I •

......,_, c

s.MetiiiiiNirOf
or female needed···~
to fill Mule
one
furJ\Ished bedroom fof Immediate
oc:cupancy. Cell Etice et 432«162
~!~Wet~

T..,... - 2BR.
Available sprna 1998, co tact

Jenn432~.

.................

5648
2 bloc:ks from JMU 433-2126
Tua I I II UnMwalty Court
futnilfted, . . . . . dryer 433-2126

ltlzMI ean fn• t171 -

Portchea, Cadlllact, Chevya,
BMWa, CoMtttes. Alto Jeeps,
4WOa. Your trea. Toll free,
(800)898.V778, ext. A-3727 for'
current llstln&J.
Homellruatac ..,.._ Extracts,
etc.,
l<lta. 52 E Mnet
St 432-679G ~ .net

t<acetetor

http:/,/home.ttca.neVchudlwlllilms.

ElM MU i l l ...._

~Ia

One lit ltiiiMt -

680
bind..... $250. Mlltt !564-0«6.

..... .._., NC -eel

MouMelfl - . .: Giant, Llatltwelght
CroMoly, 21spcl, suspension fol1c,
computer, I.X Rapid Rra ahlflera,
ber ends. $250 Vann (540) 943-

$200/month
UniVersity Place, evallable May,
June, July. Call 56&4739. Leave
name and number.
)101M"

PIP

toaether early. Two houses In
excelleflt conditiOn; fully f\Jmllhed;
W/0; 0/W: A/C; Available May 1
• Au&ust 31; sleeps 6 •
$1600/month; &Jeeps 8 • $2200
/month (157) SS0.1532.
leclroow.
Townhouae;
I
Furnished, welkin& distance,
$190-230/month; 1 year lease
(8/97 • 8/98); washer/dryer;
(703) 450-5008.
Available Auauat - Unique
Huntets Ridtt townnome, loca~
owner ~nt 433-1333.
Sublet at Tile Commona
Bedroom Available. Call 433·
3481/ Trish 70~807-1810.
28R, aa., Fully Furnished Apt l..ealo/Sublet March throueh July,
close to JMU. $525/mth Call
(540)433.7741 •
CHEAP RENTII One bedroom
evallable ror spnnc. Call Heather
x7115

!Mil.,.

W••t Fu• I• Tltt lu•t local
bualnetl In Herndon area now
hlrtna . S6· 7/hr. plua end of
Nnm8l' bonUs. call 43~1920
Oon"t)IIIC

_...,.-·Come

GloW""*'~ Al A~Mftca's 11

Wlftadutare.
Oantlae far Olltl

.,-....m-..
~·

........
......,..... .
...........- .........
- . .............. 111:

4038
12 talloll Hu•lcllfter 28~

$40.

WE WAin YOUI The JMU otflce
of Sexual Assault Education Ia

We . . ~ for atudents wtlo
want to leam, help others, and
aaln valullble experience for the
future. Out motto Ia •PromotJna
Rei9Kt. EJcpac:tln& Ctlan&e" and
you can help miM It happen on
OUI' campus by helpin& our teem
present educational prOCfll'llt to
student arouPS on c:wnpus. Just
atoP by the Health Center or c811
l2831 to pidl up In applicatJon

HOT WAX + TUNE 110, Skit &
Snowboards. Base Ref)8lr. 4332361 Chris
QIIHtfotll About The f-'uturet
Call our &lfted profeulonal
Psychics for your answers! 1-90().
287-8888 Ext. 8073, $3.99 per
m in. Must be 18. Serv· U

Co•••ter ftrolllentat Can fix
hardware/ softwwe problema. On

site MfYice- If 1 can't fill lt. no
c:h8rle Call Soon. 574-0361

FoNfCit

"-.REtt••••·lb

DV·1
Greenoard Procrm available. 1·
80()..773-8704 & (818)882 9681.
Applatlons c:toM feb 24 ' 97

.,..... , . . ,..... to the CharitY

foundMion Tu Deductiblt Charity
folnlllllon. Inc:. 540-432-6653

Few...,.. lnfwwiiiUoll . . .
r' taJOa,...ACtM
lnurtllpiiDIIafl• diC

LOST & FOUND
a..t: ..... , .............,..

........_ a,,ar~~~aM~eeaWOftl«.
._... ••• a tliiWIIel, cowta:t Ute
.....................ac..
at (703)Ma.MII.

walalt. Lost on~ Main S4r8et
or JMU campw can Keith 43~
9703, $25 rwwenl

laten11111, lentlnar. 7 p .m.
tonlltlt, ZSH, Rm105, hosted by

. . . . . . . . CM.L:

ALUUMIUlDI~

Alhlnl lnduatly. Detail on how
to find a hllh·paylnC Job with
exeeKent benefits (tranii)OI'tJitlon
+ room & bOerd). For lnrorm.tlon:
800-276-0664 ExtA53251 (We
are a research & publlshlna
compeny)

CRUIJI

a

AK'fi.

SERVICES

ee •

f .....................,
c.tnc CjlcwJI Cq!.rw!cp
(MI«Wff lA 6gft u

LAfiiO·TOUft

W0111 In eJtotlC
loc.tlons, meet tun people, AND
let paldl For lndUStiY InformatiOn,
call CruiM Employment Sefvlces:
800-276-4948 Ext.C53259 (We
are a research & publlshln&

...u)'tMDfT -

~sltora..

AMI

SPRING BREAK

••n All ........ nt Grants,

~.Aid ~from
sponsora!ll No~ ....-1

'"='*'

c..

7 ..._.. Air a Hutllll .,_ Mat

US
h for ColleCt SS$. For
Info: 1-80().2~2435.

...,. uso 011..,., ..... ,...

IOTTUD WIU.I'OWIIII Lose up
10 30 lbe 30 days. - . Y BACK

. . . . . . . . I Of

111'"

. . . . . b ........
SAOO-I784111

AecaliiiMIIIded

1~

natural Patented formula
$29.9!5 574-0151
Lllekl•l fer lollat
Bypen
clasalfled and , employment
acenclea.
Go r llht to the
employer& that may need your
aeMoel. Cell (640)856-8410 eM
Pflll ~ for • l'eCOfded mess.tL&e.

8rlllt hrtJ 1111-'c jProfessionll
OJs/ National OJ Connection 1
Cell 433-0360

Now h~ for all positions.
Community Pool M&f, Supv. &
Ufe&Uardl,_ In Northern Vlrginll,
Stafford and Frederlcksbur& Area

Stat

Wake and balce.... In IN t1cM111t
destinations-free partiesll AChtl
from RIChmond, Or&anlze Jroup
and travel freel lowest Price
Guar8ntee, At s~.
Fret
lnfo:1· 800·426·7710,
-.aunsp~astnours

.corn

c.wa.-.....
..........
71,.,.._ •I• '"- tnt.'*Y
I

..._'87.

11

Dully ,..._ hrttM., No COYW e
. . . . . .. . Group 061eountalll
Enclaee S4.wnMof Toure 1-aoo.
234-1007 Of cal . . . . . . . . . ,
a Tract ftella e433-toes.

)'OW fm.n.ttyf Zeta
Beta Tau Ia looktna for men to
start a new Chapter If you ere
!~rested In academic success. a
chance to network and an
oe~ponunlty to make friends Ina
non-pJedtlna brothemood, e-ma11
zbtOmtnateonal.ora or call Chad
Hrbek 433-6733.

Aotldl
llrea6cl
. . . . . . cttyl

"'*"
wttll ~.- .....
U1lf Dllyt- beat loe.tiOII

runs f'Nt. S800 080. 574-3018

CIEI Naw 11~32-2123

HELP WANTED

WANTED

Cocoa 8aedl Hilton $U9

1 ,0001 ,OIIIBLE RUOIN8
BOOKS. Part Time. At l'fome, Toll
Free 1.S00.218-9000 Ext. R-3727
for UstJnp

Chllclcere n...,.cl In my home.
Flexible hours. Cell 433·0785
Lauta

8£\ST HOTELS a LOWEST PRICES

u .ooo.

POSII8U TYPtNO. Part
Time. AA Homt. Toll Free 1-800
218-9000 Ext T-3727 for llstln&s.
Atte•tloa ltatlouta 11 the
holiday suson owr, but the billa
Me sun corn·~ In? Our office Is
looking for 5 entlluslastlo and
motivated Individuals who want to
work 24 hours a week end earn
full-tune waces. Paid tramln& for
those who are Interested. call
564-0095 between 5 p.m.·10 p.m.
~nday-Thursday and aak ror

Frank.

FUNDIWIO - Motrvated lfOUps
needed lo earn $500+ promotJ~
AT&T, Discover, &as end retell
c:erds. Since 1969, we've helped
thousands of aroups raise the
money they need. Call Lynn
(80o)592·2121l174. F'ree co to
qualified callers.

U39t Flcdla't New ttotapot.
ltlf"•CIM.-truwl.com
1-80047M386
for

1maP1e .. ' tbC OMt Fteel
Tentllo Dorm I.-ad ltualnlu
PnMclea Fantaetlc Opportunity.
cal (140) IIM-8410
For II'EionNtloft

.,........_a....,._.,

....._,..._A..Lrrtr,...l

. . . . 11411k11 .....2A0047e.ael

Sprln&·Break

Beach

de5tlnatlon&. Cell Now fot room
avaolablhty. INTER.CAMP\JS PROG.
80().32 7-6013

http:/ ,lwww.lcpt.com

Prepaid Lone Dlatance Ph one
Carda. Guaranteed Lowest Rate.
Savel 564:8410
Typlnt pepors 1 bll pain? W1ll
type for you any kind, any length.
Per page chli!Jte. Call Kate ~i4150

PERSONALS
Mllfoae ftlfttee, Fonnats, ainc:e
1985, we play the hltsl 433·

0360

To place a claulfled ad

In
The Bteeze, please
come
to The Breeze office in
the
•
basement of AnthonySeeger Hall, weekdays
from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. ~
Classified ads cost
$2.50 for the first ten
words, and $2.00 for
each additional ten
words. Boxed adS are
$10 per column Inch.
" ......,..,.... ......... $379.
Air, Hotel, TnlnSfers, Parties and
Morel Orgnaile small ifoup · earn
FREE trips plus commlslonsl Call
1.acJ0.98£ACH·1

Miller laSt Friday!

'14 ..._....., - 96,000 miles,

AOOftTION - lovLn&, childless
couple (coltece lflduates) helP' to
adopt a white Infant for our
ctwlstlan home. (5401 942-4029
COllect, evenlfliS.

-....c

niC.A ...._.. AIA for the Motown

....... .uK ..7 lt'i*Mnll

....., 1st~. post~•
vocatlonal trlllnln&. We can locate
souroea. Cell 64o.856-8410 and
press 8 fof recorded mes.sace

company)

........

L....c,.. ........

_..

hltyCNiaef
1Uyat2nt
lactuMI . . IRIUia.,.ttr 1 'tn.-1

(61~)668434

............. c..... ......

FOR SALE

Cheat 'rtoea New Hondes.
Harrlsonbur& Honda on the Net.

Condos s~ '87. ca11

Attic ............. for horne
aaaembly WOf1c. Info 1-504-64~
1100 Dept. v~

s.ry/AOOmiiiOeld and Trwoel

1 . . . . awell..,. -

O•• .._,... awa.,altle tprln&
11mester.
Interested? Call
x7115.

•

Cell (703)754-9455

IBit, 4111......., Hamson Street

~32-

bulldln& a tun of peer~

FIMAU NIIDID to 8Ub1ea1e for
Spnna '87. Gr. .t Roommateal

lease evallable. $500 /mo call
434-7374 and ask for' Jennlfw.
S210/mo

SaiM • . , . WMt14. Excellent
pey. Call564-1661 for Info.

lroCiwlSI* c.npe

Fell '17 a..btaelt 1rm In nice
house, .25mllea to campus 433-

eaou from !he holpiUII
6653.

,

All . . ,... Cercrell 8rldp
One of the c:toeest complexea to
JMUI
Owner,/Marlller1
The IOOd ~ts 1P tnt.
so come by and aee ual

717 Wal•11t Lll. . - 2 BR apt
avallllbte Feb 15, or M.-ct\ 1. 1
1/2 btOCb ftom JMU wilt! lasher
dryer, no utllltles, 6 mo. 5amo,1yr

'*- utiltlet, 1 block from campus

Hen18onbufl Paftta 4t Rec,.atlon
II IOOklnl for IYmnaatln
lnsttuctor'l for ctaues ~ 4t
Wedneada)! afternoon• and
Saturday momlnaa. Contact the
recreation depaMient ~168

our cln::ulars. For Info call 202·
298-1135.

or $150/peraon

., ............... ......

FUI T4MIItl +U,OOO Credit
card f\Jndrelsera for fratemitlea,
IOI'Or1tlel & &rou~»- Nr/ campua
oraanlzatlon can ralae up to
$1,000 by eamln& a whoppln&
S5/VISA ei)IIIICitiOn. Cell 1.8()().
932.()528 Ill. 65 Qualified callefl
rwcetw Ffee T..shirt.

U,IOO ......., ........,

38R-~/mo

4BR •

CLASSIFIEDS ~~-T-HEs_REEZE-~u-rsdav. Jan.3-. o

s,rtrc . . . '97
Panama cttyfll
Bol!rdwalk Bl~~eh Raort $129
7/ nlllrtl BeiiCMront, Dally F"ree
PartiM, WIMI to Beat Barllll
Group Dllcountafll Endleaa
Summet Toura1-80C).234-7007
Of call SbEcy, Ktlatle II Debbie
0433-0811.

A•.,_..

•

AX1' for lhe fUn miler •

P•TIEonJ

Subscrtptlons.to The
Breeze

are available!
For only $30 for third
class mail,
or $75 for first class
mall,
you can receive a full
year of
The Breeze. Please
send your name,
address & money to:

The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Alpha fthl ' a Aphlaaco be&lns
Tuesday, Feb 4 wtth our Blood
DrM In PC Ballroom. Your heart
will thank youl

Send a message to
your sweetheart In
the classified section
of The Breeze on
Thursday, Feb. 131
Deadline Is Tuesday, •
Feb.11 at noonl

Breeze
Editors Wanted
•Managing Editor April1, 1997 to March 31, 1998.

~~non serves as an .aslistant to the editor with major responsibilities for assigning and editing stories, page design and personnel management.
~teaebould have a attong:background in writing, editing, and designing news and features. Experience coaching writers is highly desirable.

•ledge Of desktop publisliirig systems a plus.

•Tedmol.v Mf9ager Aprill, 1997 to March 31, 1998.
·
CPUa. ftve ~ten, tn. scannen and an lntemet server. Software supported includes Quark XPress, Freehand and Pha(oshop. This position
serves as a liaisOn ~ the editor and the on..Jine staff. Strong leadership and communication skills and experience supporting the installed
Thi.t ~~tel tuppQrt for a desktop media system that includes an Appleshare network connecting more than 40 Apple Macintosh
~~

~

~s to:

'

David Wendelken, 1M~. Applications must be rec~ived by Feb. 6, 1997.

•

..,,

I

.
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for your,

•Ranch

•Pizza Sauce
•Garlic Butter ·

FREE ~
DIPPING Sauce!

•Pa11taan Peppercorn
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